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ABSTRACT

Ionizing radiation and chemotherapy are standard non-surgical treatments in the 

management of cancer. Certain human syndromes, such as ataxia-telangiectasia, are 

associated with an increased normal tissue sensitivity to ionizing radiation. Characteristic 

pre-treatment features diagnostic of these syndromes allow identification of such 

individuals. There remains, however, a group of patients who show untoward sensitivity 

to conventional doses of radiotherapy and chemotherapy without any pre-treatment 

phenotype. Such individuals have been identified here and ceU lines established from 

peripheral B lymphocytes. Five lymphoblastoid cell lines have been studied in depth. In 

vitro sensitivity to DNA damaging agents was examined using a radiolabeled 

hypoxanthine incorporation assay (I.E. Cleaver and G.H. Thomas, 1988; P. Goss and 

P.G. Parsons, 1977). All cell lines show an in vitro sensitivity to ionizing radiation. 

Each cell hne also showed a unique pattern of cross-sensitivity to other DNA damaging 

agents, indicating different underlying molecular defects. Furthermore, cytogenetic 

analyses revealed that all cell lines showed some degree of inherent genomic instability. 

Potential defects in DNA repair and DNA damage signal transduction were assessed using 

a combination of functional assays and western blotting analyses of key enzyme 

components. One of the cell lines showed a potential defect in the DNA double-strand 

break repair pathway. Another cell line showed impaired cell cycle arrest following 

irradiation. The five cell lines thus represent different molecular defects that result in a 

common phenotype of hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation and chemotherapeutic agents.
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1 .1  DEVELOPMENT AND CURRENT STATUS OF CLINICAL USE OF 

DNA-DAMAGING AGENTS

The two principal forms of non-surgical cancer treatment arc radiotherapy and 

chemotherapy. Both play a multi-factorial role in the management of human malignant 

disease with over 70% of cancer-afflicted individuals receiving either one or both forms 

of treatment at some stage during their disease process (V.T. DeVita et al., 1997). New 

developments and advances in both modalities, alone and in combination with each other 

or surgery, are leading to increased cancer cure rates and better palliation of incurable 

cases (E.E. Yokes, 1997).

Radiotherapy is the targeted use of high energy X-ray beams to deposit a certain 

dose of radiation, measured in Grays (Gy), within a defined tissue volume. The high 

energy of the X-ray beam in association with positional variation of the patient allows a 

high dose of radiation to be given to the defined site (usually the tumour and its draining 

lymph nodes) with relative sparing of the surrounding tissues (H.E. Johns and J.R. 

Cunningham, 1977). The therapeutic use of X-rays followed, within 2-3 years, Rontgens 

original description of X-rays in 1895. The concept of fractionation, whereby a total dose 

of radiation was divided into several, equal smaller doses, was described by Regàud in 

1926 (E.J. Hall, 1988). Currently radiotherapy has an important role in the cure of many 

early stage cancers, as an adjuvant treatment in the surgical management of breast and 

colorectal cancers and as a palliative measure in advanced malignancies (S. Vijayakumar 

and S. Heilman, 1997).

Chemotherapy involves the use of chemicals, either natural or synthesised, to treat 

cancer. This method of treatment was initially based on the demonstration of bone 

marrow aplasia following accidental exposure to mustard gas in the second world war 

(V.T. DeVita, 1978). Further development using eell lines (S.C. Barranco, 1976; H.E. 

Skipper et al., 1964), implanted tumours in rodents and careful clinical trials has led to 

various forms of chemotherapy playing an important role in the palliation and adjuvant
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treatment of common cancers and the cure of several, more unusual, cancers (H.M. 

Pinedo and G. Giaccione, 1997).

Both forms of treatment were originally developed on an ad hoc basis with little, 

or no, understanding of the underlying molecular mechanisms invoked by the therapy. 

The effects of the treatment, the coixelation with the dose given and the eventual outcome 

were, however, carefully monitored. From these rigorous observations a series of 

guidelines regarding dose, treatment timing and expected side-effects were formulated.

That the nucleus was the target of both modalities was demonstrated in the 1960s 

by the observation of chromosomal damage after treatment (H.J. Evans, 1962; M. 

Bender, 1963; T.R. Munro, 1970). This, in combination with the earlier discovery of the 

DNA double helix (J. Watson and F. Crick, 1953), suggested that the principal effects of 

radiotherapy and chemotherapy were via disturbance of the structure and function of 

DNA.

Current clinical practice is dictated by a combination of in vivo and in vitro studies 

of the sensitivity of particular tumours to certain dmgs and doses of ionizing radiation.

1 .2  TUMOUR AND NORMAL TISSUE SENSITIVITY TO DNA- 

DAMAGING AGENTS

Evolving clinical practice, particularly with radiotherapy, showed that differing 

forms of cancer varied in their response to therapeutic intervention. This variation, when 

all other factors involved in the treatment remained constant, was termed the radiation 

sensitivity or radiosensitivity of the tumour (B. Fertil and E.P. Malaise, 1981; J.M. 

Deacon gr a/., 1984).

As a corollary of the differences in tumour radiosensitivity it was observed that up 

to 5% of individuals who received treatment with radiotherapy showed signs of an 

abnormally severe normal tissue reaction suggestive of an inherent (or possibly acquired) 

radiosensitivity (D. Busch, 1994; C.M.L. West et ai, 1994; C F. Aiiett et al, 1989;



Figure 1.1

Dose-effect curve for radiotherapy.

This demonstrates the sigmoid relationship of dose to tumour control and normal 

tissue complications.

A. Relationship of dose to tumour-control probability.

B. Probability of complications with conventional radiotherapy.
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A.R. Kagan, 1988) (Figure 1.1). Increased normal tissue radiosensitivity was described 

in 1975 as being part of the phenotype of the disease known as ataxia-telangiectasia 

(A.M.R. Taylor et al, 1975). Since that original observation a number of other 

syndromes have been described in which increased sensitivity of normal tissues to 

ionizing radiation and other types of DNA-damaging agents is an important part of the 

chnical phenotype. The syndromes are rare and usually autosomal recessive. Each is 

characterised by some degree of chromosomal instability associated with an increased 

sensitivity to DNA damaging agents (S.M. Meyn, 1997). A number of unique clinical 

features associated with each syndrome suggests that there is no common underlying 

genetic defect.

1 .3  SYNDROMES ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED CELLULAR 

SENSITIVITY TO IONIZING RADIATION AND CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC 

AGENTS

1.3.1 Ataxia-telangiectasia

Ataxia telangiectasia (AT) was originally described over 70 years ago. The 

association with radiation sensitivity was described in 1975 (A.M.R. Taylor et al, 1975). 

Clinically the disease is characterised by the development of progressive cerebellar ataxia, 

cutaneous telangiectasia (often of the bulbar conjunctivae), premature ageing, 

immunodeficiencies (particularly of IgA) and the early onset of malignancy (usually 

lymphoma or leukaemia) (D.G. Harnden, 1994; C. Barlow et al, 1996; M F. Lavin and 

Y. Shiloh, 1996). Individuals with AT show a profound cellular radiosensitivity that has 

led to catastrophic results when they have received conventional doses of therapeutic 

ionizing radiation (I.E. Morgan et al, 1968; S.P. Gotoff et al, 1967; R. Abadir and N. 

Hakami, 1983; J.A. Eyre et al, 1988). By reducing the dose to which these individuals 

are exposed, tumour cure at a level seen in the normal population has been reported
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implying that the tumour cells are also radiosensitive (P.N. Cunliffe et al, 1975; R. 

Abadir and N. Hakami, 1983; R.M. Hart et al, 1987).

The disorder is inherited in an autosomal recessive manner. Heterozygosity has 

been associated with a slight increase in cellular radiosensitivity (M.C. Paterson et al, 

1979; C.F Arlett and S.A. Harcourt, 1980). In addition it has been reported that female 

heterozygotes have an increased risk of breast cancer, but confirmatory evidence 

supporting this observation has not been forthcoming (M. Swift et al, 1987; P. Athma et 

al, 1996; D.F. Easton, 1994; L. Izatt, personal communication).

Cell lines derived from individuals with AT show a radiation sensitivity several 

fold greater than that seen in non-afflicted controls (J. Cole et al, 1988; S.M. Meyn 

1995).

The defective gene responsible for the phenotype of AT was cloned in 1995 (K. 

Savitsky et al, 1995). The gene is localised on chromosome llq22.23, is approximately 

150 kb in length and consists of 66 exons. The protein product, known as ATM (AT 

mutated), has a molecular weight of 350 kDa and contains 3056 amino acids. The putative 

role of this gene and its protein product will be described in a later section.

1.3.2 Nijmegen breakage syndrome

Nijmegen breakage syndrome (NBS) was first described in 1981 (C.M.R. 

Weemaes et al, 1981). The syndrome is characterised by microcephaly, short stature, a 

'bird-like' face, immunodeficiencies and an increased risk of lymphoma or leukaemia (E. 

Seemanova fl/., 1985; N.G.J. Jaspers <3 / . ,  1988).

Cells from these individuals show hypersensitivity to X-rays, multiple 

chromosomal aberrations in metaphase and radioresistant DNA synthesis (R.D.F.M. 

Taalman et al, 1983; J. Nove et al, 1986). Complementation analysis shows that the 

cells differ from AT (N.G.J. Jaspers et al, 1988).
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The gene associated with NBS has not yet been cloned but is thought to lie on 

chromosome 8q21 (S. Matsuura et al, 1997; K. Saar et al, 1997). Analysis of the 

response of NBS cells to DNA damage suggests that the protein product of the NBS gene 

is part of a damage signal transduction pathway that involves both p53 and ATM (W. 

Jongmans et al, 1997; A. Antococcia etal,  1997).

1.3.3 Fanconi's anaemia

Fanconi's anaemia (FA) is an autosomal recessive disorder that presents in the 

first years of life with evidence of bone marrow failure. Other, variable, features include 

growth retardation, urinary tract malformation, absent thumbs and radius, microcephaly 

and a susceptibility to cancer (V. McKusick, 1992). The diagnosis of the disorder is 

based upon the presence of chromosomal aberrations within the cells after treatment with 

the DNA cross-linking agent mitomycin C (Y. Fujiwara, 1982). There is a slight, 2-fold, 

increase in cellular sensitivity to ionizing radiation (S.B. Bigelow et al, 1979).

Hybridisation studies have shown 5 FA complementation groups and genes for 

two of these groups, FAA and FAC, have been cloned (C.A. Strathdee et al, 1992). The 

functions of the gene products are unknown and individually they are predominantly 

found in the cytoplasm (T. Yamashita et al, 1994; H. Youssoufian, 1994). They have, 

however, been shown to bind together and form a nuclear complex, the function of which 

is unknown (G.M. Kupfer et al, 1997).

1.3.4 Bloom ’s syndrome

Bloom's syndrome (BS) is characterised by growth retardation, 

immunodeficiency, facial UV sensitivity and an increased incidence of early onset cancer 

(V. McKusick, 1992). Cells from BS individuals show cytogenetic abnormalities 

characterised by an increased number of sister chromatid exchanges (R.S.K. Chaganti et
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al., 1974). The cells are sensitive to ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) and N-ethyl-N- 

nitrosourea (T. Kurihara et al, 1987) and, to a lesser extent, ionizing radiation (H.M. 

Kuhn, 1980).

The gene for BS (BLM) has been cloned and lies at position 26.1 on the long arm 

of chromosome 15. Confirmation that mutations in the gene were responsible for BS was 

shown by genetic analysis in 13 affected individuals. The gene encodes a 159 kDa protein 

that has structural motifs consistent with it functioning as a helicase (N.A. Ellis et al.,

1995). The gene has marked sequence homology with a number of proteins that also 

function as helicases, these include E. coli Rec Q, S. cerevisiae Sgsl and the human 

RECQL proteins (P.M. Watt and I.D. Hickson, 1996).

1.3.5 Miscellaneous

A number of other disorders which exhibit cellular sensitivity to ionizing radiation 

have been described. These include Gorlin's syndrome, Turcot's syndrome, Usher's 

syndrome, Gardner's syndrome and tuberous sclerosis (J.P. Mumane and L.N. Kapp, 

1993). The significance of the radiosensitivity remains unclear especially when, in the 

case of Gorlin's syndrome, the underlying genetic defect has been identified and has no 

clear relationship with any form of DNA metabolism (C. Wicking et al, 1997).

1 .4  RADIATION-SENSITIVE INDIVIDUALS WITHOUT ANY PRE

TREATMENT PHENOTYPE

The clinical phenotype associated with the syndromes described above is usually 

apparent enough to prevent the use of therapeutic radiation or inappropriate 

chemotherapy. There is, however, a group of patients who have marked in vivo and in 

vitro radiosensitivity without any obvious distinguishing pre-treatment phenotype apart 

from the presence of cancer (W.G. Woods et al, 1988; S. Matsubara et al, 1988; K.C.
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Smith et al, 1980; P.N. Plowman et al, 1990; J.S. Loeffler et al, 1990; J. Johansen et 

al, 1994; F.B. Geara et al, 1993). Such individuals may develop severe consequences 

as a result of their radiotherapy or chemotherapy, frequently of a severity that is equal to 

or worse than their presenting problem. In one case, that of a young man with acute 

lymphoblastic leukaemia who received prophylactic cranial irradiation with severe 

consequences, the underlying molecular defect has been shown to be in the pathway of 

double-strand break repair (P.N. Plowman et al, 1990; C. Badie et al, 1997). For most 

individuals, however, the molecular defect is unknown. The range of radiation sensitivity 

seen within these individuals varies from late skin complications to a severe AT-like 

reaction resulting in death. This suggests that there may be a spectmm of differing 

underlying molecular changes resulting in a common phenotype of radiation sensitivity. 

Closer examination of patients recognised as radiation sensitive should lead to a greater 

depth of understanding of the cellular response to ionizing radiation and, perhaps, to 

methods of modifying the response to a therapeutic advantage.

The presence of these individuals within the population suggests that a 

pretreatment test of susceptibility to ionizing radiation is required, particularly for those 

patients who will receive high dose, large volume treatments or in whom concurrent 

chemotherapy will be given (C.F. Arlett, 1992; C.M.L. West et al, 1992). Development 

of a quick, precise assay is urgently needed to enable assessment of an individual's 

radiosensitivity prior to treatment.

1 .5  DNA DAMAGE INDUCED BY IONIZING RADIATION

Exposure to ionizing radiation, both therapeutic and environmental, leads to a 

number of cellular consequences. The damage and repair of lesions induced in the cell 

membrane, cytoplasm and organelles is mainly, with certain exceptions (U. Kasid et al,

1996), an unexplored area. Much more is known about the induced damage and repair of 

DNA and, to date, the vast majority of inherent radiosensitive syndromes have defects
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that lie within the nuclear processes of DNA repair, recombination, replication or damage 

signal transduction.

In order to consider the pathways of repair and damage signal transduction 

following DNA damage it is necessary to understand how DNA lesions are induced. 

When a cell is irradiated the deposition of energy leads to the development of excited and 

ionized atoms, particularly of oxygen, but also of inorganic molecules such as iron. The 

damage induced in DNA is due to both the direct effect caused by ionization and excitation 

of DNA atoms and molecules and, more importantly, the indirect effect of surrounding 

molecules themselves damaging DNA (C. von Sonntag, 1987; L.H. Breimer, 1988). 

DNA is surrounded by water and a number of inorganic and organic molecules. When 

ionized many of these molecules form free radicals, free ions and other excited species 

which are able to diffuse far enough to damage DNA. The consequences of these direct 

and indirect effects is a gamut of differing DNA lesions.

It has been estimated that treatment of human cells with 1 Gy of X-rays leads to 

between 600 and 1000 single-strand breaks, 16 to 40 double-strand breaks and up to 250 

damaged thymine residues in DNA (J.F. Ward, 1988).

Each of the differing constituents of DNA can be damaged by ionizing radiation. 

Damage to DNA bases has been particularly well characterised for thymine with 

derivatives such as thymine glycol, urea, 5-hydroxy-5-methyIhydantoin, and 5- 

hydroxymethyluracil being described (R. Téoule, 1987). Lesions induced in guanine 

include 8-hydroxy guanine (H. Kasai et al, 1984; S.V. Jovanovic and M.G. Simic, 

1989) and 4,6-diamino-5-formamidopyrimidine (faPy) (O.I. Amoma et al, 1989). 

Damage seen in adenine and cytosine includes the generation of a similar faPy, 8- 

hydroxy adenine and 5-hydroxy cytosine. 8-Hydroxy guanine, faPy, 5-hydroxy-5- 

methylhydantoin and thymine and cytosine glycols are the commonest forms of base 

damage after irradiation (M. Dizdaroglu, 1992). The consequences of unrepaired base 

damage include mutagenesis and cell death; hence a series of enzymatic processes to 

maintain normal base structure has evolved.
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Ionizing radiation damage to sugar residues occurs at a rate 2 to 3-fold less than 

that seen in bases. As a result of the unusual physics of ionizing radiation energy 

deposition combined with the spatial orientation of the DNA, damage may be found in 

clusters, a phenomenon particularly implicated in the formation of double-strand breaks.

An outcome of the strand break damage induced by ionizing radiation is the 

presence of unusual 3' and 5' termini which preclude immediate ligation. Differing 

lesions at the 3' end include phosphates, phosphoglycolates, absent phosphates, terminal 

base loss and fragmented sugar residues instead of the usual hydroxyl group (W.D. 

Henner et al, 1982). Repair of such lesions is necessary before the DNA ends can be 

religated.

The repair of single-strand breaks is facihtated by the presence of the 

complementary strand of DNA which acts as a template for the resynthesis of the DNA 

and maintains spatial continuity within the chromosome. Double-strand breaks differ in 

that the correct end alignment must be found. Hence it is not surprising that there are 

differing pathways for the repair of single-strand and double-strand breaks. Unrepaired 

single-strand breaks have mutagenic consequences whilst the presence of a single double

strand break within a cell is a potentially lethal event (G. Iliakis, 1991).

It is evident that the effects of ionizing radiation damage are manifold. The 

implications of this form of damage for the cell can be seen in the number of differing 

enzymes and pathways that have been developed and conserved evolutionarily for repair 

of such lesions. The pathways and enzymes required to restore genomic integrity after 

ionizing radiation damage are gradually being elucidated in mammalian cells. At present it 

is best to consider the repair pathway for each type of damage as a separate entity though 

much overlap exists between each system. These studies have been aided by the 

identification of a number of mammalian mutants with phenotypes such as radiation or 

chemical sensitivity in which molecular defects associated with DNA repair, replication 

and recombination occur. I shall consider each pathway as relevant to mammalian systems 

with reference to other eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms as necessary.
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1 .6  DOUBLE-STRAND BREAK REPAIR

Double-strand breaks have the most severe consequences for the cell. Deficient 

repair of even a single double-strand break may lead to cell death. This has led to the 

evolution of a series of processes whereby the recombination of DNA ends can take 

place. The understanding of these processes of double-strand break repair by non- 

homologous DNA end joining or homologous recombination has been aided by the 

isolation of a series of yeast and mammalian mutants.

1.6.1 Non-homologous DNA recombination

The repair of double-strand breaks in mammalian cells occurs principally by non- 

homologous DNA end joining. The paradigm for this process is V(D)J recombination 

whereby double-strand breaks are generated in early pre-B and T lymphocytes in order to 

allow variable rejoining of immunoglobulin and T cell receptor gene sequences and hence 

to generate immunological diversity (M. Lieber, 1996; M. Gellert, 1992). The initial event 

in V(D)J recombination is the introduction of a double-strand break between the coding 

segment required and a targeting signal sequence that is found flanking each variable, 

diverse and joining segment (D.O. van Gent et al, 1995). Once the break has been 

induced the two coding segments join together, leading to the excision of the DNA 

bounded by the two sequence signalling segments. DNA cleavage is dependent upon the 

presence of two proteins, RAGl and RAG2, expression of which in cells other than 

lymphoid tissue can lead to induction of V(D)J recombination in reporter substrates (J.F. 

McBlane et al, 1995; D.A. Ramsden et al, 1997; M.A. Oettinger et al, 1990). Post 

DNA cleavage, RAGl and RAG2 have been shown to form a stable protein/DNA 

complex with the signal sequence, HMGl and DNA PK. The complex is thought to be 

implicated in the remodelling and consequent resolution of the signal ends (A. Agrawal 

and D.G. Schatz, 1997). The repair or processing of the induced double-strand break has
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been shown to have many similarities with the repair of double-strand breaks generated in 

DNA by restriction enzymes and ionizing radiation.

The mouse scid model provides an illustration of the similarity in processing the 

double-strand breaks in V(D)J recombination and in repair. This animal has defects in 

both double-strand break repair and V(D)J recombination expressed as an extreme 

ionizing radiation sensitivity as well as an inability to form mature T and B cells (W. 

Schuler et al, 1986; K.T. Blackwell and F.W. Alt, 1989; G.M. Fulop and R.A. Philips, 

1990; K.A. Biedermann et al, 1991, C. Chang et al, 1993). Cells from such mice 

initiate V(D)J recombination by the formation of double-strand breaks between the 

recombination signal sequence and the coding segment and catalyse joining of the 

recombination signal sequences. Joining of the coding segments, however, is grossly 

impaired (M.R. Lieber gr a/., 1988; B.A. Malynn et al, 1988). The correlation of the 

failure to join the coding segments with the impaired double-strand break repair following 

ionizing radiation suggested that the scid defect was in a gene responsible for both 

double-strand break repair and V(D)J recombination (C.D. Kirchgessner et al, 1995; T. 

Blunt et al, 1995). An interesting feature of the scid mutation is that the radiosensitivity 

of the normal tissue is matched by the radiosensitivity of the tumours that develop in the 

animals (W. Budach et al, 1992).

A number of other mammalian cell lines in which a defect in double-strand break 

repair is also associated with impaired V(D)J recombination have been identified (Table 

1.1). These include the hamster mutants xrs-6, V3, XR-1 and XR-V9B (L.H. Thompson 

and P.A. Jeggo, 1995; M.Z. Zdzienicka, 1995 and 1996). However, within these 

mutants the defects observed did not always reproduce those seen in scid cells, 

suggesting that more than one gene was involved in the repair of double-strand breaks. 

The human genes required to complement the defects within the ionizing radiation 

sensitive mutant hamster cell lines are known as XRCC (X-ray cross complementing). At 

present, nine complementation groups have been described with three, known as 

XRCC4, 5 and 7, in which the mutant cells show abnormalities in double-strand break



Figure 1.2

Model of non-homologous double-strand break repair. 

(Modified from S.E. Critchlow et al, 1997)
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repair and V(D)J recombination. The gene XRRC6 is also involved in double-strand 

break repair and V(D)J recombination but was not derived by complementation analysis 

Cf. 1997).

Analysis of V(D)J recombination within these mutant cell lines shows that the V3 

and scid cell lines have similar defects in coding joint formation whilst XR-1 (XRCC4) 

and XR-V9B, xrs6, sxi2 (XRCC5) cell lines have defects in both coding and signal joint 

formation (Z. Li et ai, 1995; A. Errami et ai, 1996; B. Singleton et ai, 1996). Further 

investigation of the cell lines, including chromosomal mapping, screening by 

electrophoretic mobility and cDNA transfection, has led to the identification of the protein 

products of the XRCC genes and characterisation of their roles in double-strand break 

repair.

Cell lines defective in XRCC5 were shown to have either a truncated or deleted 

form of KuSO (G.E. Taccioli et al, 1994; W.K. Rathmell and G. Chu, 1994; R.C. Getts 

and T.D. Stamato, 1994). KuBO forms part of the heterotrimer known as DNA-dependent 

protein kinase (DNA PK) and binds, with Ku70, to DNA ends (Figure 1.2). In this 

function KuBO along with Ku70 appears to play a regulatory role by inhibiting the kinase 

activity of DNA PK until a DNA end is encountered whereby, following binding of Ku70 

and KuBO, the catalytic subunit of DNA PK (DNA PKcs) is activated. Thus cell lines 

defective in KuBO would be expected to have impaired binding to double-strand breaks, 

decreased DNA PK activity and abnormalities in both coding and signal joint 

recombination. That this was so was demonstrated by transfection of KuBO cDNA into 

the xrs-6 cell line and subsequent reversion of the cell line's properties to wild-type levels 

(V. Smider et al, 1994).

The cell lines with defects in KuBO have all been animal cell lines which, in the 

main, have been derived from Chinese hamster ovary cells that have undergone extensive 

mutagenesis with the alkylating agent ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) (A.R. Collins,

1993). Human equivalents of these cell lines derived from non-malignant tissue have not 

been described. The promyelocytic leukaemia tumour cell line, HL-60, has been shown to
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express both a full length and a truncated form of Ku80. Only the mutated form of Ku80 

binds as part of the Ku heterodimer leading to an impaired interaction with DNA PKcs 

and consequently defective DNA PK activity (Z. Han et al, 1996).

Further confirmatory evidence of the important role of Ku80 is provided by the 

phenotype of the Ku80 transgenic mouse (C. Zhu et al, 1996). These mice exhibit 

impaired B and T cell development with a hypocellular thymus and lymph nodes. On a 

biochemical level they show defective signal and coding joint formation similar to the 

defect identified in the Z/?CC5-mutated cell lines.

The Ku protein is a heterodimer consisting of two subunits, Ku70 and Ku80, and 

was initially described as an autoantigen in a variety of autoimmune disorders (T. Mimori 

et al, 1986; T. Mimori et al, 1990). Rodent mutant cell lines defective in Ku70, the other 

subunit of the Ku heterodimer, have not been isolated. A gene targeting approach has led 

to the generation of embryonic stem (ES) cells deficient in Ku70 (Y. Gu et a l, 1997). 

The cells are radiation sensitive, defective in DNA-end binding activity and impaired in 

signal and coding joining. The phenotype is similar to that seen in Ku80 deficient cell 

lines though a potential difficulty is that Ku70 protein levels are minimal in Ku80 deficient 

cell lines and vice versa (B.K. Singleton et al, 1997). It would seem likely that both 

proteins play a role in the stabilisation of each other leading, in turn, to a common 

phenotype when one of the proteins is defective or absent. Ku70 also has a role in the 

regulation of the heat-shock response (S.H. Yang et al, 1996)

The complementation group defined by the defect in XRCC7 has been correlated 

with mutations in the gene coding for the 460 kDa DNA PKcs, the catalytic subunit of 

DNA PK. Murine scid and hamster V3 cell lines have been shown to be defective in DNA 

PKcs with consequently impaired V(D)J recombination (described above), decreased 

protein levels and reduced DNA PK activity (C.D. Kirchgessner et al, 1995; T. Blunt et 

al, 1995). A human cell line, M059J, derived from a malignant glioma which shows 

radiation sensitivity and impaired coding joint formation has also been shown to be 

defective in DNA PKcs (S.P. Lees-Miller et al, 1995). Disappointingly, cells derived
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from humans with Severe Combined Immunodeficiency (SCID) do not show defects in 

DNA PKcs or impaired double-strand break repair (N. Nicolas et al, 1996).

XR-1 is the single cell line defined by the XRCC4 complementation group. This 

cell line shows cell cycle related radiosensitivity with the greatest degree of sensitivity 

being seen in G1 and early S phase (T.D. Stamato et al, 1983). The protein encoded by 

the XRCC4 gene is involved in DNA double-strand break repair and V(D)J recombination 

(Z. Li et al, 1995). The exact function of the XRCC4 protein is unknown but it has been 

shown to form a heterodimer with DNA ligase IV (S.E. Critchlow et a l, 1997; U. 

Grawunder et al, 1997).

A number of models have been proposed to explain how Ku70, KuSO and DNA 

PKcs interact at double-strand breaks in order to process the damage and repair the lesion 

(G. Chu, 1997; D.T. Weaver, 1995; D.B. Roth et al, 1995; S.E. Critchlow et a l, 1997; 

M.R. Lieber era/., 1997) (Figure 1.2). The predominant model postulates that once a 

double-strand break has occurred the Ku heterodimer binds to the free ends of the DNA.

In doing so, Ku prevents exonucleolytic digestion of the DNA and is able to recruit DNA 

PKcs to form the heterotrimer DNA PK (T.M. Gottlieb and S.P. Jackson, 1993). 

Activation of DNA PK leads to phosphorylation of a number of target proteins including 

Ku itself (N.V. Boumbov and D.T. Weaver, 1995; S. Kharbanda et a l, 1997). 

Phosphorylation of Ku causes dissociation of DNA PKcs from Ku (D. Chan and S.P. 

Lees-Miller, 1996). Further processing events are speculative though an interesting model 

suggests that the hehcase action of Ku allows unravelling of the DNA until an area of 

base-pair homology is encountered (G. Chu, 1997). The base-pair homology then allows 

annealing of the DNA strands from the two ends with consequent ligation by the DNA 

ligase IV/XRCC4 heterodimer. An alternative suggestion for the early stages of the 

reaction is that DNA PKcs itself binds to free DNA ends with Ku lying alongside on the 

DNA (M. Yaneva et al, 1997).

Initial observations of non-homologous DNA double-strand break repair have 

been based upon a collection of mutant animal cell lines that exhibit common defects in
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both V(D)J recombination and double-strand break repair. Only one human mutant cell 

line, 180BR, has been derived from normal tissue (C. Badie et al, 1995). This fibroblast 

cell line shows defects in double-strand break repair but not, using current assays, in 

V(D)J recombination (C. Badie eta l, 1997).

1.6.2 Homologous recombination

Homologous recombination is the predominant pathway of double-strand break 

repair in bacterial and yeast cells. The mechanism of recombination has been extensively 

characterised in E. coli and S. cerevisiae and is shown in figure 1.3.

Following induction of a double-strand break, 5’-3’ exonuclease digestion at the 

site of the break leads to formation of a 3’-OH single DNA strand which is bound into a 

nucleofilament by the action of RecA in E. coli and a number of RecA homologues in 

eukaryotes. The nucleofilament then searches in other DNA strands for areas of 

homology and invades the homologous strand with the two molecules now linked by 

hydrogen bonding of the paired bases. Reciprocal strand exchange occurs leading to the 

formation of heteroduplex DNA with a Holliday junction. DNA synthesis of the single 

stranded DNA in a 5’-3’ direction leads to branch migration and, in the case of a double 

strand break, formation of a double Holliday junction. The Holliday junctions are then 

resolved leading to repair of the double-strand break (Figure 1.3) (A. Shinohara and T. 

Ogawa, 1995; R.D. Camerini-Otero and P. Hsieh, 1995).

The contribution of homologous recombination to double-strand break repair in 

mammalian cells has been investigated by introducing substrates containing double-strand 

breaks which have internal areas of homology into cells. Recovery of the substrates 

shows that the majority have been repaired by direct end joining rather than by 

recombination in areas of homology (A.R. Godwin et al, 1994; S. Jeong-yu and D. 

Carroll, 1992). A different approach looked at the proportion of correct and incorrect 

joining of X-ray induced double-strand breaks in Natl restriction fragments (M. Lobrich
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et al, 1995). This showed that approximately 25% of double-strand breaks within the 

restriction fragments were repaired by homologous recombination. This study was based 

on fibroblasts in GO of the cell cycle. The role of homologous recombination in the repair 

of damage inflicted in 02 has not been investigated though it would be expected that the 

presence of duplicated double-strand DNA would lead to an increased amount of repair by 

this method.

Mutants of S. cerevisiae with defects in homologous recombination also show 

sensitivity to X-ray damage. Complementation analysis has allowed isolation of the genes 

involved in homologous recombination in S. cerevisiae and identification of mammalian 

homologues of these genes. For the majority of the S. cerevisiae RAD52 epistasis group 

the mammalian genes have been cloned. The role of these proteins in human disease is 

currently under great scrutiny.

Human Rad51 (hRad51), the protein product of the human RadSl gene, shows 

significant homology with E. coli RecA. The protein has been demonstrated to catalyze 

ATP hydrolysis, homologous pairing and strand exchange (P. Baumann et a l, 1996). It 

has also been shown to interact with a number of other proteins including hRad52, 

Rad54, p53, BRCAl and BRCA2 (Z. Shen et al, 1996; B. Clever et a l, 1997; H. 

Sturzbecher eta l, 1996; R. Scully et al, 1997; R. Mizuta et al, 1997). The interesting, 

but of doubtful significance, reported interaction between hRadS 1 and the protein product 

of the familial breast cancer gene BRCAl is of particular interest in the context of human 

radiosensitivity (R. Scully e ta l,  1997). This interaction is based upon an observation of 

co-localisation of BRCAl and hRad51 antibodies detected by immunofluoresence within 

the nucleus. Transgenic mice knock-out models of Rad51 are embryonically lethal 

suggesting an essential function of the gene in development (T. Tsuzuki et al, 1996).

In yeast Rad50 binds to double-stranded DNA in an ATP-dependent fashion 

whilst Rad52 binds single-stranded DNA allowing homologous annealing to form a 

heteroduplex (W.E. Raymond and N. Kleckner, 1993; A. Shinohara and T. Ogawa, 

1995).The human homologues of Rad50 and 52 show a series of interactions with other



Figure 1.3

Model of double-strand break repair by homologous recombination.
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mammalian proteins including M rell, RadSl and UBLl (G.M. Dolgarov et a l, 1996; 

M.S. Park et al, 1996; Z. Shen e ta l, 1996). At present the functional significance of 

intermptions in these protein-protein complexes is unknown and the contribution to 

human disease unclear.

Human Rad54 has homology with a large number of DNA helicases (D. Rasio et 

al, 1997) though in vitro studies of its biochemical functions have not yet been reported.

A number of knock-out mutants of mammahan Rad54 have, however, been derived (J. 

Essers et al, 1997; O. Bezzubova et al, 1997). Rad54 deficient mice are viable, grow 

normally and are fertile. They do, however, show radiation sensitivity and sensitivity to 

the alkylating agent methyl methanesulfonate (MMS) and the DNA cross-linking agent 

mitomycin C (MMC). This phenotype is suggestive of a defect in double-strand break 

repair though the mice show no abnormalities in V(D)J recombination. A chicken DT40 

cell line deficient in Rad54 also shows X-ray and MMS sensitivity at a similar level to that 

seen in the Rad54 deficient mice. Since the Rad54 disruption is not embryonically lethal, 

does not produce V(D)J abnormalities, leads to normal growth and reproductive ability 

but does show intermediate sensitivity to X-rays and MMS, defects in human Rad54 

would be an attractive area to explore both as a cause of intrinsic radiosensitivity without 

an obvious phenotype and as a means of therapeutic intervention.

Less is known about mammahan Rad53, 55, 56, 57 and 58. Characterisation of 

these interesting proteins and the development of null mice should provide more insight 

into the functions of these interesting proteins and the role, if any, they play in disease.

In summary, mammalian double-strand break repair occurs via two mechanisms; 

direct end-joining recombination, and homologous recombination. Direct end-joining 

recombination is thought to be the major pathway of double-strand break repair 

accounting for the repair of up to 75% of aU double-strand breaks. The initial processes 

involved in this pathway have been described, though not without some controversy, later 

events are less clearly understood. The role of homologous recombination remains 

unclear, though obviously certain proteins involved in this process are essential. It
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remains to be seen whether human diseases can be correlated with defective expression of 

these genes though, at present, certain genes notably hRad54 seem obvious candidates for 

the primary defects in disorders associated with ionizing radiation sensitivity.

1 .7  BASE EXCISION AND SINGLE STRANDED DNA REPAIR

Base lesions are a consequence of both exogenous and endogenous damage to 

DNA (T. Lindahl, 1993). Incorrect repair of a damaged base leads to mutagenesis (E.G. 

Friedberg et al., 1995). A number of differing pathways have evolved to deal with 

damage to DNA bases, and the enzymes involved in these processes in E. coli and human 

cells show marked conservation. Prokaryotic and yeast mutants with defects in base- 

excision repair (BER) exhibit increased sensitivity to DNA damaging agents (P. Karran et 

al, 1980; B.K. Duncan and B. Weiss, 1982; D. Ramotar et al, 1991). Mammalian base- 

excision repair mutants are rare, implicating an essential role for the genes and their 

protein products in development. Repair of base damage necessarily involves formation 

of a single-strand nick, thus the repair processes following excision of the base are likely 

to be common with those involved in single-strand break repair (Figure 1.4).

Following base damage the initial event is removal of the damaged entity by 

cleavage of the N-glycosylic bond between the base and the deoxyribose moiety by a 

DNA glycosylase (E. Seeberg eta l, 1995; K. Sakumi and M. Sekiguchi, 1990) (Figure 

1.4). DNA glycosylases have been identified in many prokaryotic and eukaryotic species 

and show considerable evolutionary conservation. In humans, several DNA glycosylases 

have been identified, and the genes for six of these have been cloned (D.M. Wilson and 

L.H. Thompson, 1997). Each glycosylase removes bases containing different types of 

damage though overlap exists between the specificities of each enzyme.

Mammalian cell lines with spontaneously arising defects in DNA glycosylases 

have not been identified, but targeting of the Aag gene has allowed development of a 

transgenic mouse deficient in 3-methyladenine-DNA glycosylase (MAG) (B.P.
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Engel ward et al, 1997). Phenotypically the mice are viable, grow appropriately and are 

fertile. Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) show sensitivity to alkylating agents. 

Ionizing radiation sensitivity appears not to have been examined in the MEFs though the 

ES cells are radiosensitive (B.P. Engelward et al, 1996). The deleted Aag gene product 

was shown to be responsible for the excision of hypoxanthine and lA^-ethenoadenine 

lesions as well as the 3-methyladenine DNA adduct. However, the lack of embryonic 

lethality and the presence of normal development implicate other DNA glycosylases in the 

back-up repair of alkylation damage arising during development of these mice. 

Development of double mutant mice (e.g. Aag and XPA deficient) should reveal the 

extent of overlap between redundant systems. A potential implication of the murine 

phenotype is humans with a defect in MAG might be identified through screening of 

individuals who show an abnormal response to conventional treatment with high doses of 

alkylating agents.

Mouse models of deficiencies in uracil-DNA glycosylase and 8-oxo-guanine-DNA 

glycosylase are currently being developed (D. Barnes, personal communication). 

Examination of the murine phenotype should, hopefully, provide further insights into the 

roles of these important enzymes in development, cancer predisposition and the response 

to environmental damage.

After the defective base is excised the resultant abasic (AP) site is prepared for 

polymerisation and ligation. Removal of a single base is followed by hydrolysis of the 

phosphodiester linkage 5' to the AP site. In humans this process is performed by an AP 

endonuclease known as HAPl or APE (B. Demple et al, 1991; C.N. Robson and I D. 

Hickson, 1991). HAPl has also been implicated the regulation of several transcription 

factors though the significance of this finding is unknown (L.J. Walker et a l, 1993). No 

mammalian cell lines defective in HAPl function have been described and transgenic mice 

knock-out models have proved embryonically lethal. Following AP endonuclease activity 

the abasic site is recognised by DNA polymerase (3 which can both incorporate the new 

nucleotide and also remove the 5' deoxyribosephosphate (dRp) residue (R.K. Singhal et



Figure 1.4

Model of base-excision repair.

An AP site is initially generated by the excision of a damaged base by a DNA 

glycosylase.

(A. Klungland and T. Lindahl, 1997)
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al, 1995). Embryonic stem cell lines in which DNA polymerase p has been deleted show 

a sensitivity to monofunctional alkylating agents (R.W. Sobol e ta l, 1996). Homozygous 

animals are inviable (H. Gu e ta l, 1994).

An alternative pathway of BER (long patch) involves replacement of several 

nucleotides after cleavage of the abasic site. This process allows repair of abasic sites that 

have been modified by oxidation or reduction (A. Klungland and T. Lindahl, 1997; Y. 

Matsumoto and K. Kim, 1995). In vitro analysis indicates that DNA polymerase P can 

function in this pathway as well as a complex of DNA polymerase Ô and PCNA. This 

pathway has an additional requirement for FEN 1 endonuclease (DNase IV) to excise the 

flap generated by strand exchange.

The final step of BER is ligation of the newly-incorporated nucleotide into the 

DNA strand. For single base patches this step apparently requires DNA ligase III while 

for longer patch sizes DNA ligase I is employed (Y. Kubota et al, 1996). DNA ligase III 

forms a heterodimer with the protein product of the XRCCl gene (K. Caldecott et a l,

1994). XRCCl has also been shown to interact with polymerase P and poly (ADP- 

ribose) polymerase (PARP) (R.A. Nash et al, 1997; K.W. Caldecott et al, 1996). Two 

rodent cell lines (EM-9 and EM-Cll) with deletions of XRCCl have been identified 

(L.H. Thompson et al, 1982; M.Z. Zdzienicka, 1992). Phenotypically both cell lines 

show sensitivity to ionizing radiation and alkylating agents and show increased levels of 

sister chromatid exchange. Introduction of minichromosomes containing the human 

XRCCl gene corrects the defect seen in EM-9 (K.W. Caldecott et al, 1994). No 

mammalian cell lines with defective DNA ligase III have been described.

DNA ligase I has been implicated in the rejoining step of long patch BER (A. 

Klungland and T. Lindahl, 1997), DNA replication (S. Waga and B. Stillman, 1994) and 

possibly V(D)J recombination (D.A. Ramsden eta l, 1997). A fibroblast cell line, 46BR, 

established from a young girl with growth retardation, immunodeficiency and DNA 

damaging agent sensitivity has been shown to have mutations in both alleles of the DNA 

ligase I gene (LlGl) (D.E. Barnes et al, 1992). 46BR cells show reduced DNA ligase I
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activity in long patch BER and persistence of newly-synthesised Okazaki fragments in 

permeabilised cells (C. Prigent et a l, 1994). Mice generated to have a complete loss of 

DNA ligase I are embryonically lethal (D. Bentley et al, 1996).

The role of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) in BER is ambiguous. PARP 

has been shown to bind to DNA strand breaks after which it synthesises polymers of 

poly(ADP-ribose) which trigger release of PARP from the DNA (T. Lindahl et al, 1995). 

Targeted deletion of the PARP gene leads to the generation of a mouse model sensitive to 

alkylating agents and X-rays suggesting a role in BER (J.M. de Murcia et al, 1997). In 

vitro reproduction of BER does not, however, require PARP (Y. Kubota et al, 1996). 

No spontaneous mammalian mutant of PARP has been discovered.

1.8 DNA-DAMAGE SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION

A number of differing cellular responses are invoked as a consequence of DNA 

damage. These include cell cycle arrest, apoptosis and gene activation. The mechanisms 

underlying these processes are complex but they are unified by the pathway whereby 

damage-induced signals are transmitted to the machinery responsible for cell cycle arrest 

and apoptosis. Two important gene products, ATM and p53, are components of this 

pathway (Figure 1.5). Both proteins are involved in diseases which may be characterised 

by variations in radiosensitivity. Examination of their roles gives a number of indications 

into how DNA damage signals are transduced and what back-up pathways are involved.

1.8.1 ATM

The clinical profile of ataxia-telangiectasia was described above.

Cells from individuals with AT show a number of distinguishing characteristics in 

addition to radiation sensitivity. These include radioresistant DNA synthesis, whereby 

cells continue to incorporate nucleotides after irradiation (R.B. Painter, 1981), defective
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cell cycle arrest after irradiation (H. Beamish and M.F. Lavin, 1994; K.K. Khanna et al.,

1995), chromosomal instability, telomere loss and decreased cellular life span in culture 

(M.S. Meyn, 1995). The cells also show defective induction of p53 and GADD45 after 

damage suggesting a regulatory role for the AT protein product (M.B. Kastan et al., 

1992).

The gene for this interesting disorder {ATM) was mapped to chromosome 1 lq22- 

23 (R.A. Gatti et al, 1988) and cloned (K. Savitsky et al, 1995). Confirmation that the 

gene was responsible for the AT phenotype was demonstrated by introduction of the 

complete cDNA of the gene into an AT cell with consequent reversion of cellular features 

to that of a wild-type cell (N. Zhang et al, 1997). The gene is approximately 150 kb in 

length, contains 66 exons, encodes an mRNA of 13 kb and has a 9.2 kb open reading 

frame (T. Uziel et al, 1996). The majority of individuals with AT appear to be functional 

homozygotes with differing mutations on each allele which predominantly lead to protein 

truncation or deletion (P.J. Byrd e tal, 1996; K. Savitsky e ta l,  1995).

Sequence comparison shows that the AT gene has marked homology with a group 

of yeast and human proteins involved in cell cycle signalling and response to DNA 

damage (V.A. Zakian, 1995). The majority of the homology is towards the C-terminus of 

the gene and, when translated, is similar to the catalytic domains of the 

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) family. Other human proteins that have similar 

motifs in their GOGH termini include DNA PKcs (K. Hartley et al, 1995), ATR and 

FRAP (D.M. Sabatini et al, 1994). Yeast homologues of ATM  include MECl (D.M. 

Morrow et al, 1995; A.G. Paulovich and L.H. Hartwell, 1995), TELl (P.W. Greenwell 

et al, 1995), TORI and T0R2 (E.J. Brown et al, 1994), and RAD3 (B.L. Seaton et a l, 

1992). The functions of these proteins in damage signalling and cell cycle checkpoint 

control suggest a similar role for ATM.

Functional evidence that ATM performs a signalling role after DNA damage has 

proved difficult to establish. The protein is localised within both the nucleus and 

cytoplasmic vesicles (D. Watters et al, 1997) suggesting that ATM may also play a role



Figure 1.5

Damage-signal transduction following ionizing radiation. 

(Adapted from S.E. Morgan and M.B. Kastan, 1997)
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in general signal transduction. Further evidence of the potential cytoplasmic role for ATM 

is the deregulation of the transcription factor NF-kB in AT cells (M. Jung et a l, 1995; C. 

Siddoo-Atwal er fl/., 1996).

A number of proteins have been shown to interact with ATM. As stated earlier, 

induction of p53 and GADD45 was shown to be regulated by the presence or absence of 

ATM (M.B. Kastan et a l, 1992; K.D. Brown et al, 1997). The relationship between 

ATM and p53 is not mutually dependent since p53 is induced, albeit with slower kinetics, 

in a number of AT cell lines after ionizing radiation (X. Lu and D.P. Lane, 1993) and is 

also normally induced when AT cell hnes are treated with UV light and cisplatin (K.K. 

Khanna and M.F. Lavin, 1993). The complexity of this relationship has been investigated 

in mice doubly null for ATM  and p53. Phenotypically the mice show an accelerated 

development of malignancy and resistance to apoptosis but no resistance to radiation 

toxicity. The lack of radiation resistance suggests that there may be an ATM-independent 

pathway for DNA damage repair (C.H. Westphal et al, 1997).

The c-Abl nuclear tyrosine kinase has also been shown to interact with ATM (R. 

Baskaran et al, 1997; T. Shafman et al, 1997). A study by Shafman et a l showed a 

direct ATM-c-Abl protein-protein interaction by yeast two-hybrid analysis. Downstream 

targets of c-Abl include RNA polymerase II, SAPK and c-Jun. This c-Abl activated 

pathway offers a potential explanation of the gene induction and activation of c-Jun seen 

after cellular damage.

In summary, ataxia-telangiectasia is the paradigm disorder of radiation sensitivity. 

The protein product of the ATM gene appears to play a central role in a number of DNA 

damage response pathways. Direct evidence of a signalling function via its PI3 kinase 

domain has not, as yet, been demonstrated. Other mysteries include the lack of up- 

regulation of ATM after DNA damage and the nature of the signal which alerts ATM to 

DNA damage. It has been proposed that ATM itself is the detector of oxidative damage, a 

model which would help explain both the complex phenotype associated with loss of the
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protein and the lack of progress in identifying putative upstream regulators of ATM 

function (G. Rotman and Y. Shiloh, 1997).

8.2 p53

The protein product of the p53 gene was originally described as a nuclear protein 

that co-immunoprecipitated with the large T antigen of SV40 (D. Lane and L. Crawford, 

1979). The important role this gene plays in cellular processes has been underscored by 

the number of p53 mutations seen in a variety of tumours (M.S. Greenblatt et a i, 1994). 

The protein has regulatory roles in damage signal transduction (M.B. Kastan et a i, 

1991), cell cycle progression (A. DiLeonardo eta l, 1994) and apoptosis (A.R. Clarke et 

ai, 1993). p53 deficiency is seen in the Li-Fraumeni syndrome where an early onset of 

cancer is associated with either inheritance of a mutant p53 allele with an acquired 

disabling of the second allele or complete homozygosity (F. Li and J. Fraumeni, 1969; S . 

Srivatsa gr a/., 1990).

A number of studies have examined the role of p53 in the cellular response to 

damage. Early studies found that wild-type p53 was upregulated following DNA damage 

by a variety of agents and that consequently the cell cycle was arrested in G1 (M.B. 

Kastan et ai, 1991). This association was confirmed by the observation that the cell lines 

in which p53 had been disrupted lacked a G1 arrest (S.J. Kuerbitz et ai, 1992). The 

protein product of p53 has been shown to act downstream of ATM (M.B. Kastan et a i, 

1992; K.D. Brown et ai, 1997) and, once transcriptionally activated, to lead to increased 

expression of p21 (W.S. El-Diery et a l, 1994). Expression of p21 (WAFl/CIPl) in turn 

leads to inactivation of the cychn D- and E- associated kinases which are responsible for 

phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein (Y. Xiong et al., 1993). Lack of 

phosphorylation of Rb leads to inhibition of the transition from G1 to S phase (M.L. 

Smith et al, 1994). A number of other genes, upregulated after DNA damage, are also
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dependent on p53 (Q. Zhan et ai, 1994; M.B. Kastan et al, 1992). One of these, MDM2 

is thought to act as a negative regulator of p53 (C.Y. Chen et ai, 1994).

Other ceU cycle checkpoints are influenced by p53 as well. The G2 response is 

shorter and less pronounced in p53-deficient cells (M.L. Agarwal et a l,  1995) and S 

phase may be slowed via p21 induction.

Protein levels of p53 are important in the activation of apoptosis (A.R. Clarke et 

al, 1993; S.W. Lowe et al, 1993). Cells with lower levels of wild-type p53 or 

expressing only mutant p53 have a higher degree of resistance to radiation induced 

apoptosis (R.G. Bristow et al, 1996). A possible mechanism for this is the interaction of 

p53 with the bcl-2 and bax genes (T. Miyashita and J.C. Reed, 1995). Evidence suggests 

that cells that show extreme radiosensitivity (gastrointestinal and haematological) have 

high cellular levels of Bax protein, the gene of which is positively regulated by expression 

of p53 (S. Kitada et al, 1996). The two proteins have been shown to form a heterodimer 

with each other in which the ratio between the two proteins determines the level of 

apoptosis after an apoptotic stimulus (Z.N. Oltvai e ta l, 1993; A. Strasser e ta l, 1994)

Whether a direct interaction between p53 and DNA damage occurs in vivo has 

proved hard to demonstrate. The protein has been shown to bind to DNA strand breaks 

via its carboxy terminus (L. Jayaraman and C. Prives, 1995), to interact with a number of 

DNA repair and recombination proteins (X.W. Wang et al, 1995; H. Sturzbecher et a l,

1996) and to have decreased expression in cells from individuals with DNA repair 

disorders (X. Lu and D.P. Lane, 1993). However, much evidence has been contradictory 

and at present the role of p53 appears to be one of a regulator of response to DNA damage 

rather than having a direct role in the sensing and initial repair of the defect. At a clinical 

level it has been hard to discriminate whether absence of p53 leads to increased 

radioresistance (due to lack of apoptosis) or radiosensitivity (due to cell cycle progression 

and mitotic death). Studies on head and neck tumour cell lines see no relationship with 

p53 status whereas p53 null mouse fibroblasts show increased radioresistance (D.G.
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Brachman et al., 1993; L.A. Donehower et a l, 1992). Predictive examination of p53 

status in tumours and normal tissue should provide a definitive answer to this question.

1 .9  OTHER GENES INVOLVED IN IONIZING RADIATION 

SENSITIVITY

A number of other human genes have been implicated in the response to ionizing 

radiation. Four of these, XRCCl, XRCC3, XCCC8 and XRCC9 were also derived by 

complementation analysis of mutant rodent cell lines. For three of these groups, XRCC l, 

XRCC3 and XRCC9, only one mutant cell line has been described. (Table 1.1)

The cell line irsl shows moderate sensitivity to a broad range of DNA -damaging 

agents and profound sensitivity to agents such as mitomycin C which cause DNA cross- 

linking (N.J. Jones et al, 1987). The human gene necessary to complement this defect is 

XRCCl which has been recently cloned and mapped to chromosome 7q36.1 (C.E. 

Tambini et al, 1997). The gene has been shown to have some homology with the human 

Rad genes but the function of the protein product is unclear at present. Given the broad 

spectmm of sensitivity to DNA-damage seen in irsl it would be expected that the protein 

plays a role either in damage signalling or as part of a back-up pathway such as 

recombinational repair.

XRCC3 has been shown to partly complement the defect seen in the irslSF 

mutant rodent cell line (R.S. Tebbs et al, 1995). The cell line is similar to irsl in its 

sensitivity to a broad range of DNA-damaging agents and also shows a marked degree of 

chromosomal instability (L.F. Fuller and R.B. Painter, 1988). The gene has been mapped 

to chromosome 14q32.3 and encodes a cDNA of 2.5 kb. The function of the gene is 

unclear though it is obviously implicated in the removal of DNA cross-links. Intriguingly 

the irslSF cell line exhibits many similarities with Fanconi’s anaemia cell lines (C.A. 

Strathdee et al, 1992) suggesting that XRCC3 may be involved as one of the genes 

underlying the complementation groups of FA.
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A number of mutant rodent cell lines have been identified which belong to 

complementation group 8 {XRCC8) (M.Z. Zdzienicka et a l, 1989). Phenotypically these 

cell lines are very similar to AT cell lines though addition of human chromosome 11 does 

not complement the defect (W. Jongmans et al, 1996). The cells can, however, be 

complemented by mouse chromosome 9 - the site of the murine homologue of ATM. This 

suggests that these cell lines are hamster equivalents of human AT cell lines but the 

functional difference in homology between the hamster ATM  and human ATM  genes is 

such as to prevent adequate complementation.

The XRCC9 gene has recently been identified by complementation of the UV40 

Chinese hamster ovary cell line and has been mapped to chromosome 9pl3 (N. Liu et a l,

1997). The cell line shows marked sensitivity to a broad range of DNA-damaging agents 

having originally been identified by its 4-fold UV sensitivity. The function of the gene is 

unknown though the phenotype of UY40 suggests a role in damage signal transduction.

1 .1 0  SUMMARY

A large number of proteins are involved in the detection and repair of DNA- 

damage. For many, such as XRCCl, the function of the protein is not known though the 

consequence of loss of the gene is cellular DNA-damage sensitivity. The function of other 

proteins involved in these processes have been more clearly defined and, for a few, 

placed in the context of a human disease characterised by DNA-damage sensitivity. 

Clinically, ionizing radiation sensitivity is an important issue since future approaches to 

the treatment of malignant disease will involve higher, targeted doses of radiation and 

synchronous chemotherapy. The recognition of ionizing radiation sensitive individuals 

prior to treatment should prevent undue toxicity and further characterisation of the 

processes involved in DNA-damage repair should allow the development of therapies 

designed to interrupt these processes within tumours.



Table 1.1

Rodent ionizing radiation sensitive mutants.

This table shows well defined cell line mutants from 9 complementation groups. 

(P.A. Jeggo and L.H. Thompson, 1995; M.Z. Zdzniecka, 1995)



Name Parental
ceil

Chromosomal
location

Gene Complementation
group

EM9 AA8 19ql3.2-13.3 XRCCl XRCCl

EM -Cll CH09 XRCCl

irsl V79 7q36.1 XRCC2 XRCC2

irslSF AA8 14q32.3 XRCC3 XRCC3

XR-1 CHOKl 5ql3-14 XRCC4 XRCC4

XR-V15B V79B XRCC5

XR-V9B V79B

xrs5 and 6 CHOKl 2q35

sxi-2 and 3 V79-4

sxi-1 V79-4 22ql3 XRCC6

V-3 AA8 8ql l DNA PKcs XRCC7

scid C.B-I7 DNA PKcs

irs-20 CHO DNA PKcs

V-C4 V79 XRCC<̂ XRCC8

V-E5 XRCC&

V-G8 XRCC&

irs2 V79 XRCC&

UV40 AA8 XRCC9 XRCC9
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One important point is the development of a predictive assay. Given the large 

number of proteins in which defects can lead to DNA-damaging agent sensitivity it would 

seem necessary to develop a test based on cellular sensitivity rather than the presence or 

absence of a particular protein.

Further understanding of these processes in humans cannot be dependent on 

mutant rodent cell lines and transgenic animal models. Important differences between 

humans and mice have already been seen in the ^c/^f/SCID models and the null ATM  

mouse. The further isolation and characterisation of human DNA-damage sensitive cell 

lines is important and necessary work for both understanding the underlying genetic and 

biochemical defects as well as providing insight for the development of therapeutic 

intervention.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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2 .1  REAGENTS

General laboratory reagents were from Sigma, Fisons and BDH, or as specified in 

the text. Molecular biology agents were from New England Biolabs or Boehringer 

Mannheim, unless otherwise specified. Cell culture materials were from Sigma. 

Radiolabelled reagents came from Amersham and X-ray film was from Fuji (RX).

2 .2  LYMPHOCYTE EXTRACTION

Individuals agreeing to participate in this study were assessed at their routine 

oncology clinic. Twenty five ml of venous blood was drawn and mixed with an equal 

volume of transport buffer (RPMI 1640 Hepes buffered medium, pH 7, with 10 mM (3 

mercaptoethanol and 5 mM tri-sodium citrate). The sample was stored at room 

temperature until lymphocyte separation. Sterile lymphocyte separation was performed 

using lymphoprep (Nycomed) as described (A. Boyum, 1968; R.J. Perper e ta l,  1968).

2 .3  TRANSFORMATION OF LYMPHOCYTES WITH EPSTEIN-BARR  

VIRUS

Lymphocytes were transformed using EBV derived from the strain B95-8 with 

immunosuppression by Cyclosporin A in level 3 containment facilities within ICRF 

Central Cell Services as described (H. Neitzel, 1986; F. Pelloquin, et al., 1986). Cell 

lines were named according to their site of establishment (Clare Hall, ICRF) and their 

transformation number except for cell line Hammond which was named eponymously at 

the patient's request.
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2 .4  PATIENT DETAILS

In order to detect patients who showed an anomalously severe reaction to 

conventional doses of radiotherapy and chemotherapy colleagues in several oncology 

centres in the south of the United Kingdom were contacted. Each centre was asked to 

contact us if they found patients who showed severe sequelae of treatment. Three main 

criteria were used to judge whether cell line establishment was warranted. These were: (i) 

presence of severe late' consequences of radiotherapy within 12 months of treatment, (ii) 

unusually severe reactions to conventional doses of chemotherapy neccessitating bone 

marrow support and (iii) severe acute reactions to radiotherapy in the presence of a strong 

family history of malignancy (at least two first degree relatives).

Individuals agreeing to enter this study were assessed clinically to judge whether 

cell hne derivation was appropriate. Informed consent for cell line manufacture was 

gained using a modification of the South East Thames Genetics Service consent form.

2 . 4 . 1  Patient A. Cell line nomenclature CH 948

This 46 year old professional musician presented with an enlarged left tonsil. A 

diagnosis of squamous cell carcinoma of the tonsil of at least stage T3 was made. There 

was no clinical evidence of nodal métastasés. It was elected to treat him with radical 

radiotherapy to the tonsil and draining lymph nodes. Treatment was given as a twice daily 

regimen with a phase I of 38.4 Gy in 24 fractions over 12 days. Phase II of treatment was 

given using a shrinking field technique (smaller treatment volume) to the tonsil alone and 

consisted of 16 Gy in 10 fractions over 5 days with a further 9.6 Gy in 6 fractions over 3 

days to a small (1 cm) margin.

Three months after treatment the patient complained of neck stiffness. 

Examination 6 months after radiotherapy showed severe fibrosis and skin damage over 

the lower left face and neck. At this stage the patient complained of swallowing
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difficulties. Examination under anaesthetic ruled out the possibility of tumour recurrence 

and video fluoroscopy showed evidence of profound pharyngeal dysfunction with 

pulmonary aspiration secondary to radiation damage. The patient's condition gradually 

deteriorated and he died 2 years after radiotherapy.

2 . 4 . 2  Patient B. Cell line nomenclature CH 974

This Egyptian woman presented at age 46 with a lump in the left breast. 

Carcinoma of the breast was diagnosed and treated surgically with a wide local excision 

of the tumour and axillary lymphatic dissection. Histological assessment showed a grade 

II invasive ductal carcinoma with evidence of lobular differentiation. Two out of 12 

lymph nodes sampled showed evidence of tumour infiltration.

Six weeks after completion of surgery the patient was referred for routine post 

operative radiotherapy with a planned dose of 50 Gy in 25 fractions, daily over 5 weeks 

using tangential fields to the breast and chest wall. Therapy was initiated on a 6 MV 

Varian linear accelerator. Frequent gaps in the treatment schedule occurred due to 

development of severe, acute moist desquamation. Eventually, the treatment was 

completed after 8 weeks.

Four months after radiotherapy was completed the patient was reviewed for 

standard adjuvant chemotherapy with cyclophosphamide (oral, alternating daily dose of 

200 and 150 mg for 14 days), methotrexate (oral, 20 mg days 1 and 8) and 5-fluorouracil 

(oral, 1 g days 1 and 8). On examination the skin damage secondary to the acute radiation 

reaction was diminished but still present. The first cycle of CMF chemotherapy was 

complicated by development of neutropenia necessitating a delay in initiation of the 

second cycle by 2 weeks. Cycle 2 of chemotherapy was also complicated by profound 

neutropenia lasting 6 weeks with associated complete alopecia. During this period the 

patient required admission following the development of neutropenic septicaemia. No 

further chemotherapy was given.
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Within 18 months of the completion of radiotherapy, evidence of neurological 

dysfunction in the left arm secondary to radiation-induced brachial plexus neuropathy had 

developed, with associated severe fibrosis, telangiectasia and skin discoloration of the left 

breast and surrounding tissues. There has been no evidence of recurrent cancer.

2 . 4 . 3  Patient C. Cell line nomenclature CH 975

This cell line was developed from an Indian woman who presented at the age of 

39 with a 2 month history of lumps in the left breast. On examination two discrete 

carcinomas (stages T1 and T2) within the same breast were found. The separate cancers 

were treated surgically with a mastectomy and axillary dissection. Histological review 

showed both tumours to be moderately invasive infiltrating ductal carcinomas with 2 out 

of 7 of the axillary lymph nodes showing evidence of tumour infiltration.

She was post operatively planned for radiotherapy to the chest wall with a dose of 

50 Gy in 25 fractions over 5 weeks using tangential opposed fields. Treatment was on a 6 

MV Varian linear accelerator. After 5 fractions of treatment she developed a severe acute 

reaction within the irradiated area. Radiotherapy was delayed due to the severity of the 

reaction but was eventually completed after 8 weeks. Following completion of 

radiotherapy, the skin of the irradiated chest wall completely desquamated and ulcerated 

necessitating regular debridement and dressing. The chest wall ulcer persisted for 19 

months after completion of radiotherapy before healing with an appalling final cosmetic 

result (Figure 2.1). Breast reconstruction was considered impossible due to the severe 

scarring and fibrosis. There has been no evidence of recurrence of cancer in this patient.

2 . 4 . 4  Patient D. Cell line nomenclature CH 976

This 31 year old woman presented with a stage 2B, poorly differentiated, 

squamous cell carcinoma of the cervix. In view of the inoperability of this lesion she was



Figure 2.1

Two clinical photographs of radiation-induced normal tissue damage on chest wall 

of patient C (cell line CH 975) 3 years after radiotherapy.

There is extensive normal tissue fibrosis with scarring, skin pigmentation and 

telangiectasia. The mastectomy scar can be seen but is almost obliterated by the 

extent of the radiation-induced damage.
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planned for radical radiotherapy to the pelvis and para-aortic lymph nodes. The 

radiotherapy was planned to be given in two phases.

Phase I: 40 Gy in 20 daily fractions to the pelvis and para-aortic lymph nodes 

using parallel opposed fields. The patient was treated using an 8 MV Philips linear 

accelerator

Phase II: 16 Gy in 8 daily fractions to a small planned volume encompassing the 

cervix. Three treatment fields were used, one anterior and two posterolateral, again using 

an 8 MV Philips linear accelerator.

The treatment was comphcated by profound gastrointestinal side effects despite 

appropriate dietary measures. The patient required frequent breaks from therapy with the 

overall treatment time being 10 weeks.

Profound pelvic fibrosis and cutaneous damage developed within 2 years of the 

completion of radiotherapy. Gastrointestinal and urinary problems have consequently 

required surgery with formation of an end colostomy and an ileostomy. The patient has 

been profoundly disabled by the radiotherapy and is confined to a wheelchair. There has 

been no evidence of tumour recurrence.

2 . 4 . 5  Patient E. Cell line nomenclature Hammond

This patient, a 53 year old ex-professional footballer, presented with a swelling at 

the back of the throat. Examination and biopsy showed a stage lA, high grade B cell 

lymphoma. He was planned for treatment with radiotherapy in 3 phases.

Phase I: 30 Gy in 15 fractions over 3 weeks using lateral parallel opposed fields to 

the neck encompassing the primary site of disease and surrounding lymph node areas.

Phase II: 10 Gy in 5 fractions over 8 days to a reduced field size encompassing 

the site of the primary tumour plus an additional 2 cm.

Phase III: 40 Gy in 20 fractions as a directly applied field to the lower neck to be 

given concurrently with phases I and II.
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Following 2 weeks of therapy the patient needed admission to manage the severe, 

acute oral reaction. Nasogastric feeding was initiated since he was unable to take food 

orally. He required inpatient care for the next 5 months due to the severity of the mucosal 

reaction.

Evidence of spinal cord damage became obvious 6 months after treatment with 

development of Lhermitte's sign. Investigation for other potential causes was normal and 

radiation myelitis was diagnosed.

Apical pulmonary fibrosis secondary to the anterior applied neck field was evident 

by 12 months after treatment.

The patient is now completely disabled following radiotherapy and has retired on a 

disability allowance. There has been no evidence of recurrence of his lymphoma.

2 .5  CELL CULTURE

Following lymphoblastoid cell line establishment cells were maintained in culture 

at a level between 2 x 10  ̂and 1 x 10  ̂cells/ml. Culture medium consisted of RPMI 1640 

with 2% bicarbonate supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum (FCS). Cell lines were 

maintained in 800 ml flasks (Falcon) and kept at 37°C, in 10% CO2 , humidified 

incubators.

Cells were counted using Nigrosine dye exclusion with a haemocytometer.

2 .6  CONTROL CELL LINES

A number of differing normal and abnormal cell lines were used (Table 2.1). 

These were obtained either from the National Institute of General Medical Sciences 

(Camden, NJ, USA), the MRC Cell Mutation Unit at the University of Sussex, or from 

the European Collection of Cell Culture (ECACC).



Table 2.1 

Control cell lines.

The name, cell type, source and phenotype of the various control cell lines are 

indicated.

^ LB-lymphoblastoid; FB-fibroblast.

b NIGMS-National Institute of General Medical Sciences, Human Genetic Mutant 

Cell Repository; MRC CMU-Medical Research Council Cell Mutation Unit, 

University of Sussex, Brighton; ECACC-European Collection of Cell Cultures, 

c AT-Ataxia telangiectasia; XPA-Xeroderma pigmentosum complementation group

A.



Name Type a Source ^ Phenotype ^

GM 0892B LB NIGMS Normal

GM 0130B LB NIGMS Normal

GM 0558B LB NIGMS Normal

GM 09820 LB NIGMS Normal

GM 08728 LB NIGMS Normal

GM 08729 LB NIGMS Normal

GM06315A LB NIGMS Normal

CH 977 LB MRC CMU AT

C2610 LB ECACC AT

GM 1526C LB NIGMS AT

GM0718A LB NIGMS AT

GM 09582 LB NIGMS AT

GM 09586A LB NIGMS AT

LB 173 LB MRC CMU Normal

LB 185 LB MRC CMU ? Radiosensitive

GM 2345 LB NIGMS XPA

GM 08714 LB NIGMS Centromere instability

GM 0892B LB NIGMS AT heterozygote

MRC 5 FB ECACC Normal

46 BR FB ECACC DNA ligase I deficient
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2 .7  HYPOXANTHINE INCORPORATION ASSAY

Cell survival was assessed by measuring the incorporation of radiolabeled 

hypoxanthine (Figure 2.2). Lymphoblasts were cultured in RPMI 1640 with 10% FCS 

and equilibrated in an atmosphere containing 10% CO?. Cells were harvested from 

exponentially growing cultures and equal amounts were aliquoted into several flasks. To 

prevent cell clumping each aliquot was pipetted vigorously and cell dispersion verified by 

light microscopy. Amounts of cells used were between 2 x 10̂  to 1 x 10̂  per 10 ml of 

medium in a 25 cm^ Falcon flask. Cells were left untreated at 37°C for 24 hours to allow 

for any previous cell cycle synchronicity to be lost. Cultures were treated at different 

doses with the agent being tested (see below), leaving one or two flasks as untreated 

controls. Cells were harvested at lOOOg for 5 minutes, washed in phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS) and resuspended in fresh medium. Cells were then left for 92 hours at 37°C 

(I.E. Cleaver and G.H. Thomas, 1988; N. Sullivan and L. Lyne, 1990).

After 92 hours cells were radiolabelled by the addition of 0.1 jiCi per ml of 

medium of [^H] hypoxanthine (21 Ci/mmol) and incubated for a further 4 hours. Cells 

were harvested by adherence to Whatman GF/C glass fibre filters held in a 12 place 

Milhpore vacuum filter apparatus. Overloading of filters with quenching of radioactivity 

was prevented by dividing aliquots between several filters and then adding the total counts
+ lo c  T c ( \  .

from the different filters. The filters were washed 2-3 times with PBS and air dried. [^H]
A

hypoxanthine uptake was measured by scintillation counting in 5 ml toluene/Permablend 

III. The sensitivity of each cell hne to a particular agent was estimated from the ratio of 

hypoxanthine uptake compared to the non-treated controls. Each assay was performed at 

least three times and at varying cell concentrations.



Figure 2.2

Hypoxanthine incorporation assay.

A. Initially, between 1 x 10̂  and 1 x 10̂  cells were equally aliquoted at variable 

concentrations of 2 x lO'̂  to 1 x 10̂  cells/ml in fresh medium.

B. The cells in suspension were treated with DNA damaging agent of choice.

C. Cells were incubated for 92 hours at 37°C, 10% COj prior to radiolabeling with 

[^H] hypoxanthine.

D. Four hours after incubation with [^H] hypoxanthine the cells were harvested on 

glass microfibre filters, which were then thoroughly dried before scintillation 

counting.
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2 .8  DNA AND CELL DAMAGING AGENTS

2 . 8 . 1  Ionizing radiation

Cells were treated at room temperature using a CIS bio-intemational ^^^Cs source 

at a dose rate of 3 Gy/min.

2 . 8 . 2  Chemicals

3 Aminohenzamide (3AB). This agent was dissolved in warm (37°C) RPMI 1640 

at a concentration of 100 mM. Medium with the appropriate concentration of 3AB for the 

assay was made by adding normal RPMI plus 10% FCS. Cells were treated at final 

concentrations of between 1 and 40 mM.

Bleomycin. This agent was dissolved in PBSA and used at a dose range of 

between 0.05 and 10 jig per ml of medium.

Camptothecin. This agent was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and used 

at a dose range of 1 to 10 |liM. Cells were exposed to the agent for 60 min prior to 

washing and resuspension in fresh medium.

Cisplatin. This agent was dissolved in RPMI 1640 and used at doses up to 40 

|iM. Cells were exposed to the agent for 60 min prior to washing and resuspension in 

fresh medium.

Ethyl methane sulfonate (EMS). Available as a stock solution and used at a dose 

range of between 0.1 and 10 mM. Cells were exposed to EMS for 60 minutes before 

removal of the agent followed by washing of the cells and resuspension in fresh medium.

Methyl methane sulfonate (MMS). Available as a stock solution. Cell survival was 

analysed at doses ranging from 0.1 to 10 mM. Cells were exposed to the agent for 60 

minutes before the MMS was removed by centrifugation at lOOOg for 5 minutes. The
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supernatant was removed and the cells were washed twice in PBS and resuspended in 

fresh medium.

N-Methyl N-Nitrosourea (MNU). A gift from Dr P. Karran (ICRF). The MNU 

was stored as a stock solution (4 mg/ml) in 10 mM potassium acetate at -20°C. The 

material was thawed immediately prior to use. Cells were treated at concentrations of 

between 40 and 200 |iM.

Mitomycin C (MMC). This agent was dissolved in sterile water and then used in a 

similar manner to MMS at a dose range of between 0.05 and 0.5 |xM.

Taxol. This agent was dissolved in DMSO and further diluted in PBS to a 

concentration of 100 mM. After the cells were exposed for 24 hours at a dose range of 

between 0.01 and 10 |iM they were washed and resuspended in fresh medium.

2 .9  PREPARATION OF CELL EXTRACTS

2.9.1 Whole ceil extracts for repair reactions

Whole cell extracts were made according to the method of Manley et at. (J.L. 

Manley et ai, 1983). Briefly, between 5 to 101 of cells, at a density of 5-8 x 10  ̂ cells/ml, 

were pelleted and washed twice with PBS. The packed cell volume of the pellet was 

calculated and the cells were resuspended in a volume of hypotonic lysis buffer (10 mM 

Tris-HCl, pH 8, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT and protease inhibitors) equal to 4 times that 

of the packed cell volume. The mixture was left, on ice, for 20 minutes prior to disruption 

in a Dounce glass homogeniser. Following homogenisation an additional 4 packed cell 

volumes of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 10 mM MgCl2 , 2 mM DTT, 25% sucrose and 50% 

glycerol was slowly added. Once the sucrose-glycerol buffer had mixed thoroughly, a 

further packed cell volume of saturated ammonium sulphate, pH 7, was added. The 

mixture was stirred slowly on ice for 1 hour.
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The viscous solution was centrifuged at 42000g, for 3 hours at 2°C and the 

supernatant was removed. Solid ammonium sulphate, at 0.33 g/ml supernatant, was 

added slowly and the pH equilibrated to 7 with 1 M NaOH. The mixture was centrifuged 

at lOOOOg for 1 hour. The ammonium sulphate pellet containing repair proteins was 

dialyzed against 1 1 of buffer containing 25 mM Hepes, pH 7.8, 100 mM KCl, 12 mM 

MgCl2 , 1 mM EDTA and 17% glycerol for 12 hours, with a change of buffer after 1 

hour. Once dialysis was completed the extract was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 14000g 

to remove insoluble material. The supernatant extract (typically 10-30 mg/ml) was 

aliquoted into 500 pi microfuge tubes and stored frozen at -80°C.

2.9.2 Crude cell extracts for western blotting

Crude cell extracts were made from cells washed in PBS by lysis in between 50 to 

100 pi of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM DTT and 0.2% Triton X 100. 

After incubation on ice for 60 minutes the cellular debris was removed by centrifugation at 

14000g for 15 minutes. The protein concentration of the supernatant was determined by 

the method of Bradford (M. Bradford, 1976) and the extract was immediately mixed with 

an equal volume of SDS-PAGE sample buffer before being subjected to SDS- 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

2 .1 0  SDS-POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS

Protein samples were analysed by SDS-PAGE (U.K. Laemmh, 1970) using 5- 

10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels. Prestained broad range SDS-PAGE standards (BioRad) 

were used. Gels were run at 200 V using the BioRad Mini Protean II apparatus and were 

fixed in 10% acetic acid. Gels were stained with Coomassie blue or were transferred to a 

nitrocellulose membrane (Schleicher and Schuell) for western blotting analysis.
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2. 11  WESTERN BLOT ANALYSIS

Proteins separated by SDS-PAGE were electroblotted onto nitrocellulose 

membrane in 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 192 mM glycine, and 10% methanol, at 30 V, for 

12 hours at 4°C. Following transfer the membrane was incubated for 1 hour at room 

temperature in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% Tween 20 (TEST) 

containing 5% non-fat dried milk. After the membrane was washed thoroughly with 

TBST it was then incubated with primary antibody diluted in TEST with 1% non-fat dried 

milk for up to 4 hours. Further washing with TBST was followed by incubation with 

goat anti-rabbit or anti-mouse IgG antibodies (Amersham) conjugated to alkaline 

phosphatase or horseradish peroxidase at a 1:5000 dilution for 1-2 hours. Blots were then 

washed and bands were visualised by incubation with reconstituted NBT/BCIP substrate 

(Sigma) when alkaline phosphatase was conjugated to the secondary antibody or by ECL 

(Amersham) when the secondary antibody was conjugated to horseradish peroxidase.

2.12 ANTIBODIES

The list of antibodies used, their specificity, working dilution and source are 

shown in Table 2.2.

2 . 13  p53 AND p21 ANALYSIS

To measure induction of p53 and p21 after DNA damage cell aliquots were 

irradiated with at room temperature at doses of 5 and 10 Gy. Equal amounts of 

cells were taken prior to irradiation and at 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 24 hours after irradiation. 

Cell aliquots were prepared as described in section 2.9.2 and equal amounts of protein 

were loaded in each lane of a 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel. Immunoblotting was then



Table 2.2

Antibodies used in these studies.



Antibody Size (kDa) Antigen source Concentration Source Type Reference

DNA ligase I 
(TL 5)

120-125 Purified calf thymus 
protein

1:500 T. Lindahl, ICRF Polyclonal A. Tomkinson et al, 
1990

DNA ligase I 
(7A12)

120-125 Affinity purified 
human DNA ligase I

1:200 T. Lindahl, ICRF Monoclonal C. Prigent et al, 
1992

DNA ligase III 
(TL 25)

100 Whole human protein 
expressed in E. coli

1:500 T. Lindahl, ICRF Polyclonal R.A. Nash et al, 
1997

DNA ligase IV 
(TL 18)

100 C terminal peptide 
sequence

1:400 T. Lindahl, ICRF Polyclonal P. Robins and T. 
Lindahl, 1996

XRCC 1 84 Whole human protein 
expressed in E. coli

1: 1000 K. Caldecott, 
ICRF

Polyclonal K.W. Caldecott et 
a l, 1995

XRCC4 38 C terminal peptide 
sequence

1: 100 T. Lindahl, ICRF Polyclonal Unpublished

hRadSl 38 Whole human protein 
expressed in E. coli

1: 1000 S. West, ICRF Polyclonal J. Flygare et a l, 
1996

p53 
(PAb 421)

53 Whole mouse protein 1: 100 ICRF, 
Hybridoma Unit

Monoclonal E. Harlow et al, 
1981

p53 
(PAb 240)

53 Whole mouse protein 1: 100 ICRF, 
Hybridoma Unit

Monoclonal J. Barlek et a l, 
1990

p21 21 Whole human protein 
expressed in E. coli

1: 1000 Upstate
Biotechnology

Polyclonal Z.Y. Yang et al, 
1995



Ku70 70 Whole human protein 
expressed in E. coli

1:5000 Serotec Polyclonal T.M. Gottlieb and 
S.P. Jackson, 1993

Ku80 80 Whole human protein 
expressed in E. coli

1:5000 Serotec Polyclonal G.E. Taccioli et al, 
1994

DNA PKcs 350 Fragment human 
protein

1: 5000 Serotec Polyclonal T .B h m ie ta l, 1995

ATM 350 Peptide from human 
sequence nt: 2976- 

3434

1:250 C. Norbury, 
ICRF

Polyclonal Unpublished

DNAse IV 
(TL26)

46 Whole human protein 
expressed in E. coli

1:400 T. Lindahl, ICRF Polyclonal Unpublished
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performed and the level of p53 and p21 induction was calculated using an image 

densitometer (Molecular Dynamics).

In order to confirm that induction had taken place the band of interest was 

normalized against a non-induced control band.

2 .1 4  CO-IMMUNOPRECIPITATION

Co-immunoprecipitation was performed as described (E. Harlow and D. Lane, 

1990). In brief, cell samples were spun and washed in ice cold PBS. Cell pellets were 

frozen on dry ice and then gradually thawed at 0^°C in 100 pi of lysis buffer containing 

50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 125 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidex P 40, and 2 mM EDTA. After 1 

hour the samples were centrifuged at 14000g for 10 minutes; the supernatant was 

removed and retained.

The primary antibody was added at an appropriate concentration to the supernatant 

and left to interact, on ice, for 1 hour prior to the addition of fast flow sepharose protein 

G and protein A beads (Pharmacia) to a final volume of 2%. The mixture was incubated at 

4°C on a rotary wheel for 1 to 2 hours and was spun at 14000g for 10 minutes. After the 

supernatant was removed, the pelleted beads were washed 5 times with ice cold lysis 

buffer before being resuspended in SDS-PAGE sample loading buffer (U.K. Laemmli, 

1970). Immune complexes were separated on SDS-polyacrylamide gels of the correct 

concentration to identify the putative protein partners. Protein transfer and 

immunoblotting were performed as described in section 2.12.

2 . 15  06  METHYLGUANINE-DNA METHYLTRANSFERASE ASSAY

Methyltransferase activity was measured as described (P. Branch et a l,  1995). 

Briefly, between 5 x 10  ̂and 1 x 10  ̂cells were harvested, spun and washed with ice cold 

PBS. The cells were flash frozen and left for 60 minutes at -80°C. Cells were then
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thawed, slowly, in a lysis buffer of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM DTT 

and 0.2% Triton X-100. Lysis was confirmed by colourimetric analysis of the resultant 

solution.

Lysed crude cell extract (50 |Lig) was added to a 100 |xl reaction mixture of 1 | i g  

pH] MNU-treated Microccocus luteus DNA (1-2 x 10  ̂ cpm/jig), 70 mM Hepes-KOH, 

pH 7.8, 1 mM EDTA, and 10 mM DTT. The reaction mixture was incubated at 37°C for 

20 minutes. Thej DNA was precipitated by adding 10 |il of carrier DNA (2 

mg/ml, heat denatured, sonicated calf thymus DNA) and 120 |Lil of ice cold, 0.8 M 

trichloroacetic acid. The reaction was left on ice for 5 minutes and then centrifuged for 10 

minutes at 14000g before removal of the supernatant. The precipitated DNA was 

hydrolyzed by adding 100 p.1 of 0.1 M HCl and incubated at 70°C for 30 minutes. 

Hydrolysis was stopped by placing the reaction on ice for 5 minutes, centrifugation at 

14000g for 2 minutes, followed by recovery of the supernatant and quantification of the 

released methylguanine by scintillation counting.

2 . 16  3 -METHYLADENINE-DNA GLYCOSYLASE ASSAY

Cellular 3-methyladenine-DNA glycosylase activity was measured as described 

(B. Engelward et a l, 1996). Briefly, cell extracts were made by the method of Manley et 

al and incubated with 10 qg [^H] MNU-treated calf thymus DNA (1440 cpm/|ig) in 20 

mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8, 100 mM KCl, 2 mM EDTA and 1 mM DTT for 60 minutes at 

37 °C. The protein concentration in each reaction was equalized to 1 mg by the addition of 

DNAse-free bovine serum albumin. DNA was ethanol precipitated and the supernatant 

was analysed by scintillation counting. Active repair was calculated as the radioactive 

material released in the presence of extract after subtraction of the background released in 

the presence of BSA alone.
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2 . 1 7  DNA LIGASE ADENYLATION ASSAY

Protein samples were incubated at 20°C for 10 minutes in 60 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8,

10 mM MgCl2 , 5 mM DTT and 0.5 jiCi [a-^^P] ATP (3000 Ci/mmol), to allow 

formation of a covalent DNA ligase-AMP complex (A. Tomkinson et al, 1991). The 

reaction was stopped by the addition of an equal volume of SDS-PAGE sample buffer 

and heating to 90°C for 10 minutes. Proteins were separated on an 8% SDS- 

polyacrylamide gel. Following electrophoresis and drying of the gel adenylated proteins 

were visualised by autoradiography.

2 . 1 8  DNA JOINING ASSAY

DNA ligation assays were performed as described (C. Prigent et al., 1992). 

Briefly, 100 |il reaction mixtures containing 60 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 10 mM MgCl2 , 5 

mM DTT, 50 M-g/ml BSA, radioactively labeled polynucleotide substrate (5 ng, lO"̂  cpm) 

and DNA ligase I immune complexed on fast flow sepharose protein A and G beads was 

incubated at 37°C for 60 minutes. The polynucleotide substrates [5’-^^P] 

oligo(dT)«poly(dA), [5’-^^P] oligo(dT)#poly(rA), and [5’-^^P] oligo(rA)#poly(dT) were 

prepared as described (A. Tomkinson et al, 1990). At 0, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 60 minutes 

15 |xl aliquots were taken from the mixture and the reaction was stopped by adding 10 |il 

of 95% formamide/dye and heating to 80°C for 10 minutes before rapidly chilling to 0°C. 

Ligation products were separated on a 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The gel was 

fixed in 10% methanol, 10% acetic acid for 30 minutes and dried. The ligation products 

were detected by autoradiography.
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2 . 19  CELL CYCLE ANALYSIS

The cell cycle response of the newly derived radiation sensitive cell lines was 

investigated using fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS) (M.A. Ormerod, 1994). 

Asynchronous cells were aliquoted to a volume of between 10 and 25 ml at a 

concentration of 2 x 10̂  cells/ml. The total number of cells required was calculated as the 

number of cells needed for each time point multiplied by the number of time points 

planned. For each time point, a cell number of between 5 x 10  ̂ and 1 x 10? was 

considered appropriate for a representative analysis. The flasks were irradiated at room 

temperature with either 2, 5 or 10 Gy using a ^^^Cs source. Cells were then incubated at 

37°C, 10% CO2 until harvested. Sixty minutes prior to harvesting cells were pulse labeled 

with 10 mM Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU). Time points of 0, 4, 8 and 24 hours were used 

for those cell lines treated with 2 and 5 Gy. Cells treated at 10 Gy were harvested every 3 

hours for 48 hours. The cells were harvested by centrifuging at lOOOg for 5 minutes, 

washing twice with PBS then resuspending in 70% ethanol.

To prepare the cells for analysis, the ethanol was removed and the cells were 

incubated with 2M HCl for 20 minutes at 20°C. Following this incubation the cells were 

washed twice with PBS and BrdU antibody was added. This was washed off and FITC- 

conjugated goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin was added (DAKO; 1:10). Following the 

removal of the secondary antibody, propidium iodide (50 p.g/ml) and ribonuclease (100 

|Lig/ml) were added. The cells were then analysed using a Becton Dickinson FACScan and 

the data were processed using CellQuest (v l.ll) .

2 . 20  PULSE FIELD GEL ELECTROPHORESIS

Pulse field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) was performed as described (A. Anand, 

1986; E. Lai et al., 1989). Cells were radiolabelled by addition of thymidine (0.01 

p.Ci/ml of medium) 48 hours prior to analysis. The cells were centrifuged at lOOOg for 5
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minutes, washed with ice cold PBS, recentrifuged at lOOOg for 5 minutes, and the pellet 

placed on ice. Cell pellets were irradiated using a ^̂ ^Cs source at doses of 10, 20, 40, 50 

or 80 Gy. Post irradiation the cells were immediately resuspended in prewarmed medium 

(RPMI 1640 and 10% PCS at 37°C) at a concentration of 5 x 10  ̂ cells/ml. At time points 

of 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 120, 240 and 480 minutes an aliquot of between 5 x 10^ and 1 x 

10  ̂cells was taken. Aliquots were centrifuged at lOOOg for 5 minutes and washed twice 

with ice cold PBS. The cell pellet was resuspended in 1% low melting temperature, 

molecular biology grade agarose (SeaPlaque, PMC) and placed, whilst still molten, in an 

appropriate mould. Once set, the embedded cells were freed from the moulds and 

incubated, with regular shaking (30 rpm), in lysis solution consisting of 0.5 M EDTA, 

1% Sarkosyl and 1 mg/ml proteinase K at 50°C for 48 hours. At completion of cellular 

lysis the plugs were washed over several hours with 4 changes of TE. DNA contained 

within the plugs was stable for several weeks at 4°C.

Agarose plugs containing the cells were loaded onto a 0.8% agarose gel (15.5 x 

16 X 0.5 cm). Gel electrophoresis was in 0.5 M TBE buffer, kept at 10°C, using a 

Beckman Geneline pulse field gel apparatus. Gels were run at 70 mA with two directional 

switches, one running for 50 minutes and the other for 60 minutes, for 48 hours. 

Pragment size analysis was by comparison with chromosome markers from 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe and Hansenula wingei.

Upon completion of electrophoresis the agarose gel was stained in 300 ml water 

plus 120 )Lil ethidium bromide (10 mg/ml) before being photographed and dried. Gel 

analysis was by either a phosphoimage analysis or autoradiography. Double strand break 

repair activity was calculated as the amount of DNA in the lane divided by the total 

amount of DNA in the lane and well.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

CELL LINE CHARACTERISITICS
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3 .1  CELL LINE ESTABLISHMENT AND GROWTH IN CULTURE

Lymphoblastoid cell lines were established from five of seven individuals who 

were considered to have an abnormal in vivo radiation sensitivity. The clinical histories of 

the five people from whom the cell lines were derived are described in Chapter 2.4.

The first of the two lymphocyte samples, which could not be transformed by 

EB V in repeated attempts, was from an 11 year old boy with metastatic medulloblastoma 

and Ushers syndrome (J.H. Robbins et al., 1984; J. Nove et ai, 1987) who had shown 

an abnormally severe reaction to Carboplatin (Bristol Meyers Squib). The second sample 

had come from a 70 year old woman with extensive fibrosis of the neck who had received 

radiotherapy for a squamous cell carcinoma of the floor of the mouth. A fibroblast sample 

collected from the second individual has been shown to be radiosensitive in a standard 

clonogenic survival assay (C.F. Arlett, personal communication).

Once established in culture the growth rate of each cell line was determined. 

Growth rate varied according to cellular concentration with several cell lines showing 

decreased growth rates when at an initial concentration of 1-2 x 10  ̂ cells/ml of medium 

(data not shown). At higher concentrations the cell doubling time was uniform at between 

36 to 48 hours for all cell lines (Figure 3.1). Consequently, cells were maintained at a 

concentration of between 1-2 x lOVml to eliminate any artifact due to poor cell growth.

The cell lines also differed in the degree of clumping seen during growth. Cell line 

CH 976 especially showed a marked propensity to clump and required vigorous pipetting 

in order to obtain a homogenous suspension prior to aliquoting.

3 .2  RATIONALE FOR USE OF LYMPHOBLASTOID CELL LINES 

AND USE OF HYPOXANTHINE INCORPORATION ASSAY

At the beginning of these studies a decision was made to immortalise B 

lymphocytes in order to produce lymphoblastoid cell lines. Lymphoblastoid cell lines



Figure 3.1

Cell line growth rate.

Cells were suspended at a concentration of 1 x 10̂  cells/ml medium (RPMI 1640 and 

10% PCS) and incubated at 37°C in a 10% COj atmosphere. Regular aliquots were 

taken and the cell number was calculated. At a concentration of 1 x 10̂  cells/ml the cell 

doubling time was between 36 and 48 hours.
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have several distinct advantages over fibroblast cell lines. These include the ability to 

produce large cell numbers, the fact that B lymphocytes reflect the "whole body" 

radiosensitive phenotype and the relative ease of transformation with Epstein-Barr virus to 

produce an immortal cell line that reflects the characteristics of the precursor cell. In 

contrast, fibroblasts can show variations in radiation sensitivity when obtained from 

several sites on the same individual, transformation with SV40 may be protracted, and 

when not transformed, have only a limited life span in culture. They can, however, be 

used in the standard clonogenic survival assay (J. Cole et al., 1988), which is difficult to 

perform with lymphoblasts.

An appropriate assay was needed to analyse the radiation sensitivity of the newly- 

derived lymphoblastoid cell lines. In order to assay cell survival we made minor 

modifications to the hypoxanthine incorporation assay, which is a variation of the 

thymidine incorporation assay, for use with lymphoblastoid cells (P. Goss and P.O. 

Parsons, 1977; I.E. Cleaver and G.H. Thomas, 1988). Modifications included adaptation 

of the assay for use for cells in suspension, use of higher cell numbers and differing DNA 

and cell damaging agents.

The hypoxanthine incorporation assay measures both RNA and DNA synthesis. 

Hypoxanthine added to the medium is converted, via inosinate, to the nucleic acid 

derivatives AMP and GMP (Figure 3.2) (L. Stryer, 1995). Thus radiolabeled 

hypoxanthine will be incorporated during cellular nucleic acid synthesis. This 

incorporation is related to cell number (P. Reichard, 1988).

Though this assay is probably not as accurate as a standard clonogenic survival 

assay it has a number of advantages including a short duration (4-5 days), utilisation for 

cells in suspension and flexibility of agents used to induce cell and DNA damage. In 

contrast, it may take up to 4 months from the time of a skin biopsy to generation of data 

from the biopsied fibroblast for the clonogenic survival assay. With each clonogenic 

survival assay taking 3-4 weeks to perform, cross sensitivity to other agents may take 

several months to be determined. The hypoxanthine incorporation assay is much quicker



Figure 3.2

Synthesis of purine nucleotides using hypoxanthine as a precursor.

Inosinate is formed by the catalytic action of hypoxanthine-guanylate phosphoribosyl 

transferase on hypoxanthine. Inosinate can, in turn, be converted to adenylate via an 

adenylsuccinate intermediate. Guanylate is formed by the oxidation of inosinate to 

xanthylate and consequent addition of an amino group to form guanylate.
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to perform and provides an estimate of the full range of sensitivities of a cell line in a 

relatively short time period.

3 .3  UPTAKE OF RADIOLABELED HYPOXANTHINE IN NORMAL 

AND ATAXIA TELANGIECTASIA LYMPHOBLASTOID CELL LINES

In order to confirm the utility of this assay a number of normal and ataxia 

telangiectasia (AT) cell lines were exposed to varying doses of ionizing radiation and then 

assayed 96 hours later for the proportion of hypoxanthine incorporation. Individuals with 

AT exhibit a profound degree of radiation sensitivity and cell lines derived from them, 

including fibroblast, T lymphocyte and B-lymphoblastoid, show a several-fold increased 

sensitivity to ionizing radiation in vitro (A.M.R. Taylor et ai, 1975; R.B. Painter and

B.R. Young, 1980; P.J. McKinnon, 1987; R.A. Gatti et al., 1991).

Comparison of the normal and AT cell lines showed that the radiation sensitivity 

seen in other cell survival assays was confirmed in the radiolabeled hypoxanthine 

incorporation assay (Figure 3.3). Each cell line varies slightly in its degree of radiation 

sensitivity so that a spectrum of normal cell line and AT cell line sensitivities is seen. This 

finding is similar to other studies in fibroblasts and is thought to reflect normal population 

variation (C.F. Arlett et at., 1988). Direct cell counting using Nigrosine dye exclusion 

validated the results seen with the hypoxanthine incorporation assay.

Several attempts to confirm our findings using a standard clonogenic survival 

assay were unsuccessful. This assay is dependent upon dilution to very low cell densities. 

Attempts were made to dilute the lymphoblastoid cell lines down to 1, 2, 5, and 10 cells 

per well of a 96 well Terasaki plate, but at this level the lymphoblastoid cells would not 

form colonies. Increasing the cellular concentration in each well to over 200 showed that 

this approach might be possible but it would be difficult and would require feeder cells or 

regular changes of medium, a particular problem for cells in suspension.
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3 .4  COMPARISON OF RADIOSENSITIVITY OF NEWLY-DERIVED 

LYMPHOBLASTOID CELL LINES WITH NORMAL AND ATAXIA 

TELANGIECTASIA CONTROLS.

Following establishment of the lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from the 

individuals with a clinical phenotype of radiation sensitivity the in vitro radiation 

sensitivity was ascertained. Each of the cell lines was assayed for radiation sensitivity 

against normal and ataxia telangiectasia controls using the hypoxanthine incorporation 

assay. All showed a degree of radiation sensitivity greater than normal but less than the 

AT controls (Figure 3.4).

Two methods were used to compare the radiation sensitivity of the cell lines 

amongst themselves and to normal and AT controls. The fraction of surviving cells at a 

radiation dose of 2 Gy was designated as the SF2 . For the newly-derived cell lines the 

measured SF2 is: CH 948, 0.21; CH 974, 0.15; CH 975, 0.19; CH 976, 0.2; and 

Hammond, 0.18. The SF2 of normal fibroblasts is considered to be greater than 0.25 

(B.P. Malaise et al, 1989) and for AT fibroblasts between 0.1 and 0.15 (C.F. Arlett et 

al, 1988). The range in SF2 for normal and AT control lymphoblastoid cell lines 

analysed by the hypoxanthine incorporation assay range was: normal lymphoblastoid cell 

lines, 0.45-0.8; AT lymphoblastoid cell lines, 0.065-0.15.

In order to compare results from ionizing radiation studies with results from 

experiments using other modalities of DNA and cell damaging agents, a different measure 

of cell survival was required. Thus the radiation sensitivity of the cell lines was also 

calculated as a D37 (the amount of the agent required to leave 37% of the cells viable). The 

D37 for the radiation sensitivity of the cell lines is: CH 948, 1 Gy; CH 974, 1.1 Gy; CH 

975, 0.8 Gy; CH 976, 1.2 Gy; and Hammond, 1.4 Gy. In comparison the D3 7  of the two 

normal lymphoblast cell lines was; GM 9820, 3.65 Gy; GM 6315A, 4.1 Gy; and the two 

ataxia telangiectasia cell lines; C2610, 0.45 Gy; and CH 977, 0.55 Gy.



Figure 3.3

Comparison of radiation sensitivity of five cell lines using the hypoxanthine incorporation assay.

In A, the data from three normal cell lines (GM 9820, GM 6315A and GM 0130B) are shown. In B, the data from two ataxia telangiectasia cell lines (C 

2610 and CH 977) are shown.

The lines may be compared by calculating the proportion of cells viable at a dose of 2 Gy. For the normal cell lines the surviving fraction at 2 Gy (SF^) 

is: GM 9820, 0.51; GM 6315A, 0.55; and GM 0130B, 0.62. For the ataxia telangiectasia cell lines the SF2 is: C 2610, 0.075; and CH 977, 0.15.

The bars represent one standard error.
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Figure 3.4

In vitro radiation sensitivit}' of five newly-derived lymphoblastoid cell lines from 

individuals who exhibit an abnormally radiosensitive phenotype.

The cell line radiation sensitivity is compared against composite dose response curves 

of normal and ataxia telangiectasia cell lines.

A. Cell line CH 948. The cell line shows anSF^ of 0.21.

B. Cell line CH 974. The cell line shows an SF  ̂of 0.15.

C. Cell line CH 975. The cell line shows an SF^of 0.19.

D. Cell line CH 976. The cell line shows an SF  ̂of 0.2.

E. Cell line Hammond. The cell line shows an SF  ̂of 0.18.
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Since the phenotypes of the individuals from whom the cell lines were estabhshed were 

not as severe as seen in individuals with AT, the intermediate degree of radiation 

sensitivity seen for these cell lines is consistent with the clinical data. The relative degree 

of radiation sensitivity, as the D37, of each cell line is shown in Table 3.1.

3 .5  CELL LINE CROSS SUSCEPTIBILITY TO OTHER DNA 

DAMAGING AGENTS

Following the demonstration of in vitro radiation sensitivity the cell hnes were 

investigated for cross sensitivity to other DNA damaging agents (summarised in Table 

3.1). This approach was adopted to determine whether the cell line radiation sensitivity 

demonstrated was specific for ionizing radiation or part of an overall sensitivity to DNA 

damaging agents. Cell lines demonstrating purely ionizing radiation sensitivity would be 

expected to have defects in the repair of double strand breaks, or possibly single strand 

breaks with damaged termini. Examples of cell lines exhibiting this phenotype include the 

hamster mutant cells XR-1, xrs5, sxi-3, V3, SCID and sxi-b, all of which have been 

shown to have defects in double strand break repair (A.J. Giaccia et al, 1990; T.D. 

Stamato et al, 1983; G.W. Verhaegh et al, 1995; D M. He et a l, 1996; S.E. Lee et a l, 

1995; K. Biedermann et al, 1994). In comparison, cell lines that show sensitivity to both 

ionizing radiation and alkylating agents would be expected to be defective in the repair of 

damage similarly induced by both types of agent, such as base damage and loss. 

Examples of these include the mutant hamster cell lines EM 9 and EM-Cl 1, both of which 

have a defect in XRCCl (M.Z. Zdzienicka et al, 1995; L.H. Thompson et a l, 1982); 

and the human fibroblast cell line, 46BR, which has a defect in DNA ligase I (D.E. 

Barnes et a l, 1992). Both XRCCl and DNA hgase I are important proteins in the base 

excision repair pathway. Thus, determing the cross sensitivity to DNA damaging agents 

can provide useful clues into areas of potential defects.
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Before initiating these studies it was necessary to perform a series of dose 

calibration experiments for each method used in order to find a representative dose range 

for that agent (data not shown).

The cell lines were initially exposed to the alkylating agent methyl 

methanesulfonate (MMS). MMS produces a wide spectrum of alkylation damage on 

double stranded DNA including méthylation of N-1, N-3 and N-7 of adenine; N-3, O^, 

and N-7 of guanine; and N-3 of cytosine (B. Singer and D. Grunberger, 1983). Other, 

rarer types of damage are also probably induced but the types of base change are unclear 

at present. A number of enzymes have been shown to repair the damage induced by 

MMS; in particular 3-methyladenine-DNA glycosylase (B.P. Engelward, 1996). Cell 

lines sensitive to MMS might have a defect in one of the repair enzymes involved in base- 

excision repair or post-replication repair.

Three of the cell lines (CH 974, CH 975 and CH 976) showed sensitivity to MMS 

(Figure 3.5). The degree of sensitivity was between 2 to 4-fold except for cell line CH 

974. This particular cell line showed a profound sensitivity to MMS, over 50 to 60-fold 

greater than normal at a concentration of 0.1 mM.

AU ceU lines were then exposed to methyl nitrosourea (MNU), an agent with a 

similar range of action as MMS but with a 20 - 25 fold increased amount of induction of 

methylguanine lesions. Profound sensitivity to this agent was seen in ceU lines CH 

948, CH 975 and CH 976 (Figure 3.6). Interestingly CH 974, which had shown marked 

sensitivity to MMS, showed no more than normal sensitivity to MNU.

Cellular sensitivity to other agents was also investigated. Bleomycin's mode of 

action is via free radicals generated from an Fe(II)-bleomycin interstrand adduct that in 

turn leads to single and double strand breaks (R.T. Dorr, 1992). This type of DNA 

damage is somewhat, though not exactly, similar to that generated by ionizing radiation. 

AU the cell lines, with the exception of Hammond, showed some degree of bleomycin 

sensitivity with CH 974 being the most sensitive with a D37 of 0.035 p.g/ml.



Figure 3.5

Cell line sensitivity to methyl methane sulfonate (MMS).

Cell lines were compared with a composite curve of normal cell line dose response to 

this agent.

A. CH 948 shows a negligible difference in sensitivity to normal.

B. CH 974 is markedly sensitive to MMS with a D37 of 0.055 mM.

C. CH 975 shows a 3 to 4-fold sensitivity to MMS when compared with the normal 

curve.

D. CH 976 shows a similar level of sensitivity to MMS as seen in cell line CH 975.

E. Cell line Hammond shows minimal sensitivity to MMS.
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Figure 3.6

Cell line sensitivity to methyl nitrosourea (MNU).

This figure is the composite result of two experiments using differing doses of MNU. 

Three of the newly-derived cell lines (CH 948, CH 975 and CH 976) show a 

pronounced sensitivity to MNU.
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Figure 3.7

Sensitivity of cell line CH 974 to 3 aminobenzamide (3 AB). Of three newly-derived 

cell lines only CH 974 showed sensitivity to 3 AB with a of 7 mM.
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Table 3.1

Cross sensitivity of the newly derived cell lines against a variety of DNA-damaging agents.

In order to facilitate comparison with all agent modalities the results are given as the D37 which is defined as that dose of a particular agent that leaves 

37% of the cells viable.

— = not determined.



Agent
(Units)

CH 948 CH 974 CH 975 CH 976 Hammond GM 9820 GM 6315A C2610 CH 977

IR
(Gy)

1 1 . 1 0 . 8 1 . 2 1.4 3.65 4.1 0.45 0.55

MMS
(mM)

0.35 0.055 0 . 1 2 0.14 0.31 1.5 0.35 — —

Bleo
()Lig/ml)

0 . 1 0.035 0 . 1 0 . 1 0.4 0.4 0.4 — —

MMC
(litM)

— 0.24 0.31 0.36 0 . 1 1 0.42 0.24 — —

3AB
(mM)

— 7 2 0 + 2 0 + — 2 0 + — 2 0 + —

MNU
(^M)

35 1 0 0 + 35 35 1 0 0 + 1 0 0 + 1 0 0 + — —
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Mitomycin C acts as a bifunctional alkylating agent acting at the N-2 and sites 

of adjacent guanines as well as generating free oxygen radicals secondary to a reaction 

between molecular oxygen and the quinone moiety of the agent. Though the agent is 

stable at neutral pH, acidic and basic enviroments lead to its deactivation. The effect of 

mitomycin C on the newly-derived cell lines is difficult to interpret since all show some 

degree of sensitivity but not the extreme sensitivity seen in the mutant hamster cell lines 

irsl and irsISF (O. Bender et al, 1996; R.S. Tebbs et al, 1995).

Three of the cell lines (CH 974, CH 975 and CH 976) were also assayed for 

sensitivity to an inhibitor of poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase, 3 aminobenzamide (Figure 

3.7 and data not shown). Only CH 974 showed sensitivity to this agent with a marked 

reduction in cellular survival ( D 3 7  of 7 mM in contrast to the D37 of greater than 20 mM 

seen in CH 975 and CH 976).
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

INVESTIGATION OF NEWLY-DERIVED CELL LINES FOR DEFECTS 

IN DNA BASE EXCISION AND SINGLE-STRAND BREAK REPAIR
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A number of investigations have suggested that defects in base excision and 

single-strand break repair could contribute to a clinical phenotype of radiation sensitivity.

A series of mutant human and hamster cell lines have been derived that show both 

radiation sensitivity as well as defects in base excision repair; these include the fibroblast 

cell line 46 BR (D.E. Barnes et a l, 1992), and the hamster cell lines EM9 (L. Thompson 

et al., 1982) and EM-Cll (M.Z. Zdzienicka et al, 1992). Further evidence for this has 

been provided by the radiation sensitive phenotype of the embryonic stem cells (ES) of a 

3-methyladenine-DNA glycosylase knock out mouse (B.P. Engelward et al, 1996). As a 

corollary to this cell lines with defects in base-excision repair might also be expected to 

show hypersensitivity alkylation damage.

4 .1  WESTERN BLOT ANALYSIS

As an initial screen the newly-derived cell lines were probed for the presence, and 

amount, of two proteins involved in the pathway of base excision repair. Antibodies used 

had been raised against XRCCl and DNase IV (FEN 1) (A. Klungland and T. Lindahl, 

1997). AH the cell lines showed evidence of these proteins at the correct molecular 

weight, with no evidence of decreased protein amounts or protein truncation (data not 

shown). However, these data do not exclude the possible presence of inactivating point 

mutations in genes encoding these proteins.

4 .2  06-METHYLGUANINE-DNA METHYLTRANSFERASE ACTIVITY

The ability of the cell lines to remove a methylated adduct at the position of 

guanine was measured by release of the remaining free base from DNA (pretreated with 

radiolabeled MNU) after incubation with crude ceU extract. Three of the newly-derived 

ceU lines (CH 948, CH 975 and CH 976) showed markedly diminished levels of free 

base release on a level comparable with a known O^-methylguanine-DNA



Figure 4.1

methylguanine DNA methyltransferase assay.

Crude cell extract (50 |ig) was added to a 1 0 0  \i\ reaction mixture containing 1 \ig 

[^H] MNU treated Microccocus luteus DNA, 70 mM Hepes-KOH, pH 7.8, 1 mM 

EDTA and 10 mM DTT. The reaction was incubated at 37°C for 20 minutes and 

stopped by precipitation of DNA with trichloroacetic acid. The DNA pellet was 

hydrolyzed at 70°C for 30 minutes with 0.1 M HCl. Released methylguanine was 

quantified by scintillation counting.

Raj- is a control cell Une known to be deficient in methylguanine DNA 

methyltransferase activity.
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methyltransferase defective cell line, Raj- (Figure 4.1). The level of free base removal 

was 3 to 4-fold less than in cell lines CH 974 and Hammond, which showed normal 

levels of free base release. Loss of methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase activity is 

seen in up to a quarter of transformed cell lines (both lymphoblast and fibroblast) and is 

thought to be an epigenetic effect (R. Sklar and B. Strauss, 1981; S. Cairns-Smith and P. 

Karr an, 1992). Interestingly, however, no normal cell line showed this defect.

4 .3  3-METHYLADENINE-DNA GLYCOSYLASE ACTIVITY

The 3-methyladenine-DNA glycosylase activity of the cell lines was tested using a 

tritiated MNU damaged DNA substrate. AU ceU lines showed activity in this assay, 

although cell lines CH 975 and CH 976 showed slightly diminished activity compared to 

the control cell lines (Figure 4.2).

4 .4  INVESTIGATION OF NEWLY-DERIVED CELL LINES FOR 

POSSIBLE DEFECTS IN DNA LIGASES I OR III

4.4.1 Western blot analysis

The ceU lines were probed with antibodies raised against DNA ligases I and III. 

Protein, at the correct molecular weight and degree of expression, was seen in each of the 

cell lines examined (Figure 4.3).

4.4.2 Adénylation activity

The cell lines were assayed for adénylation activity of DNA ligases I and III by 

incubation of cell extracts with [a-^^P] ATP. The mixture was incubated for 20 minutes 

at room temperature to allow formation of a ligase-AMP product. The ceU extract was



Figure 4.2

Assay of 3-methyladenine-DNA glycosylase activity.

Varying amounts of whole cell extract were incubated with glycosylase buffer (20 mM 

Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 2 mM EDTA and 1 mM DTT), DNase free bovine 

serum albumin and highly polymerized calf thymus DNA treated with [^H] MNU. 

Reactions were incubated for 60 minutes at 37 °C and halted by ethanol precipitation of 

the DNA. The supernatant was removed and the released free base was measured by 

scintillation counting.
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Figure 4.3

Western blot analysis of DNA ligases I and III.

Whole cell extracts (50 |Xg) were separated on a 7.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel. The 

proteins were then transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane and probed with 

antibodies to DNA ligase I and DNA ligase III.

A. DNA ligase I with a molecular weight of 120-125 kDa is seen in aU cell lines 

examined.

B. DNA ligase III with a molecular weight of 100 kDa in seen in aU cell lines 

examined.
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then separated by SDS-PAGE and the presence and size of the adenylated products were 

detected by autoradiography. All the cell lines examined showed the presence of expected 

adénylation intermediates (Figure 4.4).

4.4.3 DNA ligase I immunoprécipitation and activity in cell line CH 974

The fibroblast cell line 46BR (D.E. Barnes et a l,  1992) has been identified as 

having defects in both DNA ligase I alleles resulting in sensitivity to alkylating agents, 

ionizing radiation and 3-aminobenzamide (D.E. Barnes et aL, 1992). 

Immunoprécipitation of DNA ligase I from 46BR shows that the resultant immune 

complex has a decreased ability to ligate oligonucleotide substrates in vitro. Within 46BR 

cells this is thought to be expressed as a decreased rate of joining of Okazaki fragments 

(C. Prigent et al, 1994). Initial observations suggested that cell line CH 974 had a similar 

DNA damaging agent cross sensitivity but milder clinical phenotype than the individual 

from whom the 46BR cell line was derived. The presence and activity of DNA ligase I 

from CH 974 was therefore assayed with two normal lymphoblast controls. DNA ligase I 

activity was apparently normal in this cell line (Figure 4.5).



Figure 4.4

DNA ligase adénylation assay.

Cell pellets containing 1x10^  cells were lysed as described in section 2 and 1 |Lil of 

the lysate was incubated in adénylation buffer containing 0.5 |LiCi [a-^^P] ATP for 10 

minutes at 20°C. Proteins were separated by electrophoresis on a 10% SDS- 

polyacrylamide gel. Adénylation activity was detected by autoradiography of the dried 

gel.

The band at 100 kDa represents the adénylation activity of DNA ligase III, whilst the 

44 kDa band is an adenylated product that can be removed by RNase treatment. Its 

significance is unclear.
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Figure 4.5

DNA joining assay on DNA ligase I immune complexes immunoprecipitated from cell 

lines CH 974 and a normal control, GM 9820.

DNA ligase I was immunoprecipitated from a whole cell lysate of CH 974 and the 

control cell line, GM 9820, with a non-inactivating monoclonal antibody. The 

immunoprecipitated protein was conjugated to protein A and G beads and the resultant 

immune complex washed several times with buffer. The beads were incubated in 100 

p.1 of ligation buffer (60 mM, Tris-HCl, pH 8 , 10 mM MgCl^, 5 mM DTT, 50 jig/ml 

BSA) containing radioactively labeled polynucleotide substrate. At 0, 5, 10, 20, 30 

and 60 minutes 15 p.1 aliquots were taken and the reaction stopped by addition of 1 0  

|il of 95% formamide/dye followed by heating to 80°C then chilling to 0°C. The 

ligation products were then separated on a 2 0 % denaturing polyacrylamide gel. 

Following fixing and drying the ligation products were detected by autoradiography. 

T4 ligase was used as a control.

A. CH 974

B. GM 9820
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS

INVESTIGATION OF DOUBLE-STRAND BREAK REPAIR 

IN THE NEWLY-DERIVED CELL LINES
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DNA double-strand break damage is the major lethal event induced by ionizing 

radiation. A number of different models of double-strand break repair have been 

described (Chapter 1). In human cells the predominant pathway appears to be that of Ku- 

mediated non-homologous end joining recombination, with homologous recombination a 

minor pathway of repair. A number of radiation sensitive cell lines have been described in 

which a defect lies within the repair of double-strand breaks (A.J. Giaccia et al, 1990; 

T.D. Stamato e ta l, 1983; G.W. Verhaegh et al, 1995; D.M. He et al, 1996; S.E. Lee et 

al, 1995; K. Biedermann et al, 1994). In order to investigate this possibility within the 

newly-derived radiation sensitive cell lines a series of experiments examining the capacity 

of the cell lines to repair double-strand breaks and the presence and activity of key 

proteins was initiated.

5 .1  PULSE FIELD GEL ANALYSIS OF DOUBLE-STRAND BREAK  

REPAIR

Pulse field gel electrophoresis has been shown to be a useful tool in examination 

of a cell line's ability to repair double-strand break damage. Pulse field techniques allow 

observation of the rate and total amount of double-strand break repair in DNA after 

damage with ionizing radiation. In brief, cells are irradiated and sequential cell aliquots are 

taken at fixed time points after irradiation. The DNA is extracted from the cells and 

subjected to pulse field electrophoresis. The size of genomic DNA prevents its entry into 

the agarose matrix, but when double-strand breaks have been formed the size of the DNA 

fragment is much smaller. Consequently these fragments are able to enter the gel matrix 

and migrate within the gel, with the smaller fragments having the greatest mobility. As the 

double-strand breaks are repaired the DNA regains its initial size and cannot enter the gel. 

The time required to do this is associated with the initial number of breaks induced and 

serves as a measure of the rate of repair.
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Results obtained using this method with the newly-derived radiosensitive cell lines 

were inconclusive (data not shown). The predominant problem was the high variability in 

the results obtained when cells were irradiated at a specific dose; consequently, subtle 

differences between normal cell lines and the radiosensitive cell lines could not be 

detected. One contributing factor to the variability appeared to be the apparatus used. 

Whereas the majority of studies of this nature have used a horizontal gel, a vertical gel set

up was used for these assays. The necessity for the gel to be able to stand vertically led to 

the need for higher concentrations of agarose. Thus DNA fragments needed to be smaller 

to enter the gel. In addition the fixed nature of the voltage directional changes in the 

Beckman Geneline II system was not ideal. These studies are being repeated using a 

different system and gel apparatus.

5 .2  WESTERN BLOT ANALYSIS OF PROTEINS INVOLVED IN  

DOUBLE-STRAND BREAK REPAIR

5.2.1 Non-homologous double-strand break repair

The cell lines were probed with antibodies raised against proteins involved in 

double-strand break repair. Current models of non-homologous double-strand break 

repair concentrate on the role of a large heterotrimer, DNA dependent protein kinase 

(DNA PK). The three protein subunits are known as Ku70, Ku80 and DNA PKcs 

(catalytic subunit). Free double-stranded DNA ends are bound by Ku70 and Ku80 which 

in turn recruit DNA PKcs. Once the trimer has been formed, the catalytic activity of the 

complex is activated with consequent phosphorylation of a number of protein targets. 

Western blots for Ku70 and Ku80 showed that these proteins were present in equal 

amounts and at the correct molecular weight in all cell lines (Figure 5.1). Cell Une 

Hammond, however, also showed the presence of a second band with a molecular weight 

of less than 70 kDa when probed with antibody to Ku70. The significance of this



Figure 5.1

Western blotting for the presence of Ku70 and Ku80.

Twenty five jig of whole cell extract from each cell line was loaded onto an 8 % SDS- 

polyacrylamide gel and the proteins separated by electrophoresis. The proteins were 

transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane and then probed with antibodies to Ku70 

and Ku80.

A. Ku70. Note that cell line Hammond shows an additional band at 60-65 kDa.

B. Ku80.
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additional band, which has an apparent molecular weight of between 60 and 65 kDa, is 

unclear but it is consistently observed in several different whole cell extracts of this cell 

line when probed for Ku70.

The cell lines were also probed for the presence of the 450 kDa catalytic subunit of 

DNA dependent protein kinase (DNA PKcs). This was also found in all of the cell lines 

(data not shown).

Two other proteins considered important in non-homologous double-strand break 

repair are DNA ligase IV and XRCC4. DNA ligase IV is thought to be an enzyme 

responsible for rejoining of double-stranded DNA breaks and is found in the ceU as a 

heterodimer with the protein product of the XRCC4 gene. The function of XRCC4 is, at 

present, unknown though lack of this protein is not associated with cell death but rather a 

cell cycle related increase in radiosensitivity (G.E. Stamato et ai, 1995).

Although the expected molecular weight of XRCC4 is 38 kDa, western blots of 

XRCC4 show two bands; the lower band, with an apparent molecular weight of 55 kDa 

is unphosphorylated protein while the upper band is the phosphorylated form (Figure 

5.2). The distribution between the two bands is usually 50:50. All of the cell hues 

showed both forms of XRCC4. The level of phosphorylated XRCC4 in cell line 

Hammond is, however, greatly reduced when compared to the other radiosensitive and 

control cell lines.

DNA ligase IV interacts with XRCC4, both in vivo and in vitro, and has a 

molecular weight of 100 kDa. When analysed by western blotting the amount of DNA 

ligase rv  in cell line Hammond is approximately half that of the levels seen in the control 

and other radiosensitive cell lines (Figure 5.2).

5 . 2 . 2  Homologous recombination

An important part of double-strand break repair is that played by homologous 

recombination. Human Rad51 is a central component of this pathway which catalyses



Figure 5.2

Western blotting for the presence of XRCC4 and DNA ligase IV.

Twenty five jig of whole cell extracts from GM 9820, GM 6315 and Hammond were 

loaded onto an 8% SDS-polyacrylamide gel and the proteins separated by 

electrophoresis. The proteins were transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane and then 

probed with antibodies to XRCC4 and DNA ligase IV.

B. XRCC4. Note the lack of an upper, phosphorylated, XRCC4 band in cell line 

Hammond.

A. DN^ligase IV. Note the reduced amount of protein detected in cell line Hammond 

despite loading of equal amounts of whole cell extracts.

All the other newly-derived cell lines showed equal amounts of XRCC4 (both 

phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated forms) and DNA ligase IV.
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Figure 5.3

Western blotting for the presence of human Rad51.

Seventy five |ig of whole cell extract was loaded for each cell line and the proteins 

were separated by electrophoresis on a 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel. Following 

transfer onto a nitrocellulose membrane the separated proteins were probed with an 

antibody to hRad51.
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homologous pairing and strand exchange. Western blot analysis showed this protein to be 

present at apparently normal levels in all cell lines tested (Figure 5.3).

5 .3  INVESTIGATION OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DOUBLE

STRAND BREAK REPAIR ENZYMES BY COIMMUNOPRECIPITATION

In order to assess the physical relationships between the proteins involved in 

double-strand break repair cell extracts were immunoprecipitated using antibodies against 

either KuVO or DNA PKcs as the initial antibody. Following addition of a mixture of 

protein A and G beads the immune complexes were isolated, separated by SDS-PAGE 

and probed with antibodies to other proteins thought to be involved in double-strand 

break repair. For each of the newly-derived cell lines the interrelationship between the 

constituents of the DNA PK trimer appeared normal. Thus, when antibody against Ku70 

was used as the primary antibody, Ku80 and DNA PKcs were each detected as part of the 

immunoprecipitated immune complex, and conversely with DNA PKcs as the target of the 

primary antibody Ku70 and Ku80 were also detected.
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS

INVESTIGATION OF NEWLY-DERIVED CELL LINES FOR DEFECTS 

IN CELL CYCLE PROGRESSION AND DAMAGE SIGNAL

TRANSDUCTION
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When cells are damaged with ionizing radiation one consequence is the slowing 

and stopping of cell cycle progression. The cell cycle arrest provides additional time for 

whatever DNA repair is necessary to be carried out before replication and eventually 

mitosis resume (S.J. Elledge et al, 1996). The classical response to irradiation is the 

induction of G 1/S and G2/M blocks with possibly, at higher doses, an S phase block. 

Ataxia telangiectasia is the classical model for the association of a radiation-sensitive 

phenotype with a defect in cell cycle regulation (M.F. Lavin and Y. Shiloh, 1996). In AT 

cell lines there is a delay in the induction of the Gl/S block when compared to normal cell 

lines. The connection between the repair machinery and cell cycle machinery is stiU 

unclear but is thought, at least in mammals, to involve ATM and p53. Lack of ATM leads 

to a decreased and delayed induction of p53 with a consequent delay in the induction of a 

Gl/S cell cycle block.

Cell lines that show radiation sensitivity could be hypothesised to have a variety of 

cell cycle defects. If such defects led to inhibition of cell cycle blocks, mutation and 

mitotic death might result (A.G. Paulovich et a l, 1997). In order to investigate this 

possibility a number of experiments were performed to measure cell cycle distribution, 

cell cycle progression and damage signal transduction.

6 .2  FLUORESCENT ACTIVATED CYTOMETRIC SORTING (FACS) 

ANALYSIS OF NEWLY-DERIVED CELL LINES

6.2.1 FACS analysis of asynchronous ceils

To determine whether the newly-derived cell lines showed any abnormality in cell 

cycle distribution when undisturbed the number of cells at each stage of the cell cycle was 

analysed by FACS. All cell lines showed a normal pattern of distribution in each phase of 

the cell cycle (Figure 6.1).



Figure 6.1

Fluorescent activated cell sorting analysis of the newly-derived cell lines.

Asynchronous cell cultures (1x10^ cells) of all the newly-derived cell lines with normal (GM 9820) and ataxia telangiectasia (CH 977) controls were 

stained with propidium iodide. Following excitation with a 488 nm light source the proportion of popidium iodide incorporated in each cell was 

calculated by measuring the number of fluorescent events registered over 620 nm. From this the amount of propidium iodide incorporated per cell and 

the number of cells at this stage of the cell cycle were calculated.

No abnormality was demonstrated in any of the cell lines.
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6.2.2 FACS analysis following treatment with ionizing radiation

In order to ascertain the cell cycle progression of the newly-derived cell lines 

following irradiation, the cells were exposed to 2, 5 or 10 Gy of ionizing radiation and the 

cell cycle progression was followed for the next 48 hours. A conventional response of 

cells to ionizing radiation (i.e. the induction of both Gl/S and G2/M blocks) was seen in 

all of the cell lines except for CH 975 which showed an unusual response to ionizing 

radiation (Figure 6.2). The cell cycle analysis of CH 975 displays two areas of interest. 

First, the cell line appears to show a delayed Gl/S block with the proportion of cells 

within S phase remaining higher than that seen in the normal controls. Secondly, there is 

little or no G2/M block-which is usually a major component of the cell cycle response to 

ionizing radiation induced damage (Figure 6.3).

The analysis of CH 975 also differed significantly from that seen for the AT cell 

line, CH 977. Though both cell lines showed a defective Gl/S block, CH 977 did show a 

G2/M block albeit at a later time point than that seen in normal controls.

6 .3  EXAMINATION OF DAMAGE SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION  

PROTEINS IN THE NEWLY-DERIVED CELL LINES

A number of proteins including ATM, p53 and p21 have been implicated in the 

detection and signalling of DNA-damage to other proteins which regulate the cell cycle (T. 

Enoch and C. Norbury, 1995). The protein product of the AT gene, ATM (AT mutated), 

is thought to have a number of functions including sensing oxidative damage, activating 

p53 (and hence a Gl/S block) and initiating a G2/M block (S.B. Morgan and M.B. 

Kastan, 1997). Two proteins involved in Gl/S arrest are p53 and p21. In addition to its 

role in Gl/S arrest p53 acts as a sensor for apoptosis. p21 functions downstream of p53 

and inhibits cyclin dependent kinases leading to Gl/S arrest. The roles of other proteins 

thought to be involved in this pathway are, as yet, unclear.



Figure 6.2

Area curves of 4 cell lines mapping cell cycle progression following irradiation with 

10 Gy from a Cs source.

Asynchronous cells were irradiated and cell cycle progression measured by analysis 

of cell samples (5 x 10^) every 3 hours. Prior to harvesting the cells were labeled 

with 10 |iM  BrdU for 60 minutes. The cell cycle distribution of the cells was 

measured by staining with propidium iodide and the proportion of BrdU in each 

phase of the cell cycle measured with an anti-BrdU antibody. The area graphs 

demonstrate the expected response to irradiation in cell lines GM 9820, CH 977 and 

CH 976. Cell line CH 975 shows a different pattern of cell cycle progression.

The X axis shows proportion of cells in each phase of the cell cycle.

A. GM 9820. The cell line shows a normal G2/M and Gl/S block after irradiation.

B. CH 977. An ataxia telangiectasia cell line shows delayed Gl/S and G2/M blocks 

after irradiation.

C. CH 975. CH 975 shows an unusual cell cycle response to irradiation with little or 

no G2/M block and a delayed Gl/S block.

D. CH 976. This radiation sensitive cell line shows a conventional cell cycle 

response to ionizing radiation.
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Figure 6.3

Comparison of cell cycle progression post 10 Gy irradiation of cell lines GM 9820, 

CH 977 and CH 975.

Cell samples taken 6  hourly for 48 hours after irradiation.

A. Progression through S phase. GM 9820 shows normal S phase block following 

irradiation. CH 977 shows evidence of a delay in induction of the S phase block. A 

similar profile is seen with CH 975.

B. Progression through G2/M. Post irradiation GM 9820 shows a G2/M block that is 

also seen in CH 977. CH 975, however, shows minimal evidence of a G2/M block.
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6.3.1 Western blot analysis of ATM

Cell line extracts were probed for the presence of the 350 kDa ATM protein 

(Figure 6.4). ATM was shown to be present in all of the cell lines.

6.3.2 Western blot analysis of p53 and p21

Initially, p53 was shown to be present in all cell extracts tested. The time and 

degree of induction of p53 were then tested by irradiating the cell lines with either 5 or 10 

Gy and collecting cell aliquots at allotted time periods after irradiation. The cells were 

lysed and protein concentration determined. Equal protein amounts were loaded onto 

SDS-polyacrylamide gels and the proteins were separated by electrophoresis. Following 

transfer the membranes were probed for p53. As in normal cells, all of the radiation- 

sensitive cell lines, except CH 975, showed a 2 to 3-fold induction of p53 2 hours post 

irradiation. The cell line, CH 975, also showed induction of p53 but at a later time point,

4 to 6  hours, than that seen in the others (Figure 6.5).

Induction of p21 was calculated using the same protocol as that for p53. Again 

only, cell line CH 975 showed a delay in induction of p21 at a time point similar to that 

seen for p53.



Figure 6.4

Western blot analysis of ATM.

Seventy five fig of whole cell extract from each cell line was loaded onto a 5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel and the proteins separated by electrophoresis. 

The proteins were transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane and then probed with an antibody to ATM.
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Figure 6.5

p53 induction following ionizing radiation.

Between 1 and 5 x 10̂  cells, growing asynchronously, were divided into equal 

aliquots and then irradiated with 5 Gy from a ’̂ ^Cs source. At 0, 2, 4 and 6  hours 

each aliquot was processed to make a crude cell extract and 1 0  |i.g loaded for each time 

point on a 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel. Cells at time point 0 were not irradiated. The 

proteins were separated by electrophoresis and then transferred onto a nitrocellulose 

membrane. The separated proteins were then probed with a monoclonal antibody to 

p53 and the level of induction calculated using an image densitometer.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION
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Inherent cellular sensitivity to DNA damaging agents is a fascinating and complex 

area of study. Investigation of mammalian, yeast and prokaryotic mutants which show 

severe detrimental effects following DNA damage has yielded much fundamental 

information about the cellular response to DNA injury. The increasing knowledge about 

these inducible genomic responses has started to lead to changes in clinical practice.

On a human level, a codicil to the heightened sensitivity that is exhibited by certain 

individuals is the proviso that there must be a reason for their need to be treated with DNA 

damaging agents. Studies of cells from individuals with DNA repair disorders (e.g. 

xeroderma pigmentosum, ataxia telangiectasia) suggest that the biochemical defect defined 

in vitro is also responsible for the clinical phenotype. The clinical phenotypes of human 

DNA repair disorders are broadly similar and include onset of cancer at an early age, 

variable immune deficiencies and abnormally severe reactions to conventional doses of 

DNA damaging agents. Thus, individuals who show sensitivity to treatment could be 

expected to have defects within common molecular pathways which would explain their 

pre-treatment phenotype.

Within this study we have demonstrated that cell lines derived from individuals 

who show in vivo sensitivity to DNA damaging agents also show in vitro sensitivity. 

This group, however, differs from patient groups such as ataxia telangiectasia and 

Nijmegen breakage syndrome in that there was no defined pre-treatment phenotype apart 

from the presence of cancer. In addition to their common severe reaction to conventional 

therapies, closer study of these individuals reveals two broad characteristics that differ 

from those of the normal cancer-afflicted population; these include the relative youth of 

the group, between 31 and 51 years of age, when treatment was initiated, and the lack of 

obvious predisposing factors such as cigarette smoking and excessive alcohol 

consumption. Otherwise the tumours that have developed are heterogeneous in origin 

(two breast cancers, one cervical cancer, one tonsillar cancer and a base of tongue 

lymphoma) and differ in their histology (two squamous cell carcinomas, two infiltrating 

ductal carcinomas and a lymphoma). All of these types of tumour have been reported in
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other studies of radiosensitive individuals (J. Johansen et al, 1994; D. Morrell et ah, 

1986). This group of people probably represent less than 5% of that cohort of the 

population who require treatment for cancer with radiotherapy or chemotherapy.

Classically, two types of radiation reactions have been described. First, local 

erythema and irritation during treatment is known as an 'early' reaction and was seen in a 

particularly severe form in all patients in this study. The correlation of the severity of the 

'early' reaction with intrinsic cellular radiation sensitivity is a controversial area, and 

conclusions drawn from the severity of the 'early' reaction should be consolidated with 

other data (A.C. Begg et al, 1993). The second type of radiation reaction can be 

classified as a 'late' reaction to treatment and is characterised by tissue fibrosis, 

telangiectasia and skin pigmentation developing several years after treatment. Again, all 

the patients within this study showed a severe 'late' reaction although it presented at an 

early time (6-12 months) after treatment. The severity of the 'late' reactions seen was also 

related to the site of irradiation. Patient E has pronounced problems secondary to spinal 

cord damage since this was within the volume encompassed by the radiation field. In 

contrast, patients B and C, who received treatment to the chest wall, showed no injury to 

essential organs, although there was significant cosmetic damage. However, should these 

patients require future treatment for recurrent or metastatic disease then appropriate dose 

modulation will be necessary to prevent the same spectrum of damage seen on the chest 

wall from happening within a vital organ.

That the newly-derived lymphoblastoid cell lines should show in vitro radiation 

sensitivity was expected. Similar results have been obtained in studies of fibroblasts taken 

from women with severe late radiation reactions after treatment for breast cancer and from 

a heterogeneous group who also showed clinical in vivo radiation sensitivity (J.S. 

Loeffler gf a/., 1990; R.R. Weichselbaum er a/., 1976; P.N. Plowman gr aZ., 1990). For 

the majority of these investigations only a single patient was studied. These studies 

support the notion that there is a significant group of individuals who have inherent 

radiation sensitivity (for many reasons) but who are not identified until during or after
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treatment. The degree of radiation sensitivity seen is intermediate between the severe 

sensitivity seen in ataxia telangiectasia cells and the response of normal cells.

The initial decision to establish lymphoblast rather than fibroblast cell lines, in the 

present work, was based on several factors. Perhaps the most important elements were 

the ease and speed of growth of transformed lymphoblasts to produce sufficient cell 

numbers for later investigation of protein biochemistry. The time required from collection 

of the lymphocytes to growth of up to 1 x 1 0 ^̂  cells was less than 6  months. 

Transformation with EBV was also fairly efficient, with 5 of the 7 lymphocyte samples 

being successfully transformed. EB V-immortalised cell lines are polyclonal and should be 

representative of the B cells of the patients with regards to radiation and drug sensitivity. 

Interestingly, fibroblasts taken from one of the individuals whose lymphocytes did not 

transform with EBV showed radiation sensitivity in a clonogenic assay (C.F. Arlett, 

personal communication). A further attempt at lymphocyte transformation is being made 

with cells from this individual. A potential drawback to the use of lymphoblastoid cell 

lines was the difficulty in performing a standard clonogenic assay.

Following establishment of the cell lines it was necessary to develop an assay by 

which the sensitivity of the cell lines to DNA damaging agents could be tested. The 

hypoxanthine incorporation assay was originally developed for use with xeroderma 

pigmentosum fibroblasts (I.E. Cleaver and G.H. Thomas, 1988) as a modification of a 

thymidine incorporation assay (P. Goss and P.G. Parsons, 1977). For use with 

lymphoblasts minor modifications were necessary to adapt the method to cells in 

suspension. Once the assay had been shown to be reproducible with a series of normal 

cell lines, it was tested to see if it could discriminate between cells with normal radiation 

sensitivity and ataxia telangiectasia cells. Consistent and significant differences between 

the two types of cell lines were seen so the assay was considered suitable to examine the 

radiation sensitivity of the newly-derived cell lines. AH of these cell lines showed an 

intermediate degree of radiation sensitivity. Using the same assay, with modifications 

according to the agent used, the cross-sensitivity of the newly-derived cell lines to other
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DNA damaging agents was determined. A complex series of differing sensitivities and 

effects was observed with each cell line having a distinct pattern. In order to facilitate a 

full description of the sensitivities and other features of interest each cell line is described 

individually.

CH 948 (Patient A)

The cell line CH 948 was derived from an individual with advanced carcinoma of 

the tonsil. The radiotherapy schedule used to treat this individual was unconventional 

being a modification of a technique originally described by Wang (C.C. Wang et a l, 

1985). This approach is more aggressive than that used in conventional schedules, but the 

likelihood of increased normal tissue toxicity is accepted given the potentially higher cure 

rates. Nevertheless, the severity of patient A's radiation reaction was greater than that 

normally seen in individuals treated using the Wang regime.

Once transformed with EBV the cell line grew reasonably well in culture. When 

the cell line was re-established from frozen stocks, however, regrowth proved difficult. 

The difficulty in re-establishment of the cell line markedly impaired investigations into 

potential defects in CH 948 since sufficient cell numbers were not available for several 

assays.

The karyotype of this cell line shows evidence of genomic instability with 

additional chromosomal fragments, bizarre chromosomal re-arrangements and 

chromosome loss being present in metaphase spreads. The cell line does show in vitro 

radiation sensitivity with an SF2 of 0.21. The cross sensitivity to other agents was limited 

to MNU, which was almost certainly due to loss of O^-methylguanine methyltransferase 

activity during transformation with EBV.

In summary, cell line CH 948 shows both an abnormal karyotype and in vitro 

radiation sensitivity. Since the sensitivity of the cell line is hmited to ionizing radiation, 

areas in which a potential defect might lie include double-strand break repair and ionizing
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radiation damage signal transduction. Further investigations into the cell cycle progression 

and p53 induction after irradiation have been hampered by lack of availability of sufficient 

amounts of cells. The radiation sensitivity observed is not as severe as that seen in either 

mouse gene knock out models of important double-strand break repair functions or 

human non-homologous end joining double-strand break repair defective cell lines such 

as 180BR or M059J (C. Badie e ta l,  1997; S.P. Lees-Miller, 1995). This result suggests 

that if the defect in CH 948 lies within these pathways then it will probably reside in a 

relatively minor or redundant component. Further support of this model is the fact that 

western blot analysis of several critical proteins in these pathways, including Ku70, 

Ku80, DNA PKcs, ATM, XRCC4 and DNA ligase IV, has proved normal. One potential 

area for investigation is homologous recombination since this pathway is thought to 

account for only a small percentage of mammalian double-strand break repair. A defect 

within this pathway could explain both the abnormalities seen in the karyotypic analysis 

and the intermediate radiation sensitivity.

CH 974 (Patient B)

Cell line CH 974 shows a range of interesting features that should lead to the 

underlying defect being revealed in time. The cell line was procured from a young woman 

with breast cancer who showed a severe reaction both to therapeutic radiation and to 

conventional adjuvant chemotherapy. The cell line shows in vitro sensitivity to a wide 

range of DNA damaging agents including ionizing radiation (SF2 of 0.15), MMS (D37  

0.055 mM), bleomycin (D37 0.035 |ig/ml) and 3-aminobenzamide (D37 7 mM). 

Karyotypic analysis suggests a slight degree of genomic instability as evidenced by the 

occasional presence of additional chromosomal material. Fluorescent activated cell sorting 

revealed no cell cycle defect.

Sensitivity to both alkylating agents and ionizing radiation suggests a defect in a 

pathway of damage repair common to both modalities, or possibly in damage signaling.
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There are a number of clues, both from mutant yeast strains and from other human cell 

lines which are also cross sensitive to ionizing radiation and alkylating agents, as to what 

might be defective in this cell line. The cross sensitivity of this cell line to DNA damaging 

agents, particularly 3 AB, is strongly reminiscent of the pattern of alkylating agent and 

ionizing radiation cross sensitivity seen in the fibroblast cell line 46BR (D. Webster et a l, 

1982). The 46BR cell line has been shown to have defects in both alleles of DNA ligase I 

leading to an impaired rejoining of Okazaki fragments (D.E. Barnes et al, 1992; C. 

Prigent et al, 1994). Two methods were used to examine whether CH 974 had a similar 

defect. First, the DNA ligase I from CH 974 was immunoprecipitated and precipitated 

complex was assayed in vitro for its ability to join DNA oligonucleotides and form an 

adenylated complex. Second, carefully made extracts of the cell line were used in an in 

vitro SV40 rephcation assay to look for the impairment of replication as seen in 46BR 

(V.J. MacKenney et al, 1997). No defects were seen in either approach suggesting that 

the ceU line was able to rephcate normally (V.J. MacKenney, personal communication) 

and that DNA ligase I function was not impaired in this cell line.

Another potential area of investigation in CH 974 was examination of the role 

played by the BRCAl protein. Mutations in the BRCAl gene are associated with 

development of early onset breast cancer in women with a strong family history of the 

disease (G. Casey, 1997; M.H. Greene, 1997; K.A. Jones et al, 1995). The protein 

product of the BRCAl gene has a molecular weight of 220 kDa and has recently been 

reported as having a physical interaction with hRad51 (R. Scully et al, 1997). Human 

Rad51 is a homologue of the S. cerevisiae RAD51 gene which is part of the RAD52 

epistasis group. Mutant strains of this epistasis group show cross sensitivity to both 

ionizing radiation and alkylating agents. Humans who possess defects in BRCAl at the 

predicted site of interaction with hRad51 could be expected to show a similar phenotype 

to that seen in yeast although no mammalian cell line with this defect has yet been 

described. Since CH 974 was derived from a woman with early onset breast cancer who 

showed clinical and in vitro sensitivity to both ionizing radiation and alkylating agents it
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seemed sensible to screen for BRCAl mutations by heteroduplex analysis and western 

blotting. Western blot analysis showed hRad51 and BRCAl to be present at the correct 

molecular size (data not shown for BRCAl) and heteroduplex analysis showed no 

obvious evidence of any BRCAl sequence abnormality (L. Izatt, personal 

communication). Though these data do not exclude the presence of point mutations in 

either gene (with consequent decreased or loss of function), the majority of the BRCAl 

mutations thus described have caused the production of a tmncated protein rather than a 

protein of the correct size but with impaired function. Little is known about hRad51 

mutants though gene knock out mice are embryologically lethal.

A correlation between breast cancer and radiation sensitivity has been implied by 

the reported increased risk of breast cancer in AT heterozygotes (M. Swift et a l, 1987). 

Since some studies also suggest that AT heterozygotes have increased radiosensitivity it 

seemed rational to examine the cell lines for the presence of ATM. Western blotting 

showed the presence of this protein and sequence analysis of ATM was normal, although 

it showed an unusual polymorphism with a G;C transversion in exon 8  (L. Izatt, personal 

communication).

A possible defining feature of CH 974 is the cell line's sensitivity to MMS but not 

MNU. Since the spectrum of lesions generated by both agents is almost identical apart 

from the higher proportion of O^-methylguanine lesions induced by MNU it would be 

expected that CH 974 should be sensitive to both agents. An obvious explanation is that 

MMS produces a singular type of damage that has, so far, remained unrecognised. 

Unrepaired damage of this form could lead to the phenotype seen in CH 974. 

Interestingly, a similar picture is seen in the alkB mutant of E. coli though this strain has 

not been reported as being radiation sensitive. Sequencing of the human alkB homologue 

should provide information as to whether CH 974 is a human alkB mutant (B.J. Chen et 

al, 1994; Y.F. Wei gfa/., 1996).

In brief CH 974 shows a wide range of sensitivity to various DNA damaging 

agents suggesting a defect lies within the areas of base excision repair, DNA strand break
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repair or, possibly, damage signal transduction. The lack of cell cycle abnormalities 

would seem to preclude the third possibility and future work will be concentrated on 

possible base excision repair defects, including definition of the human alkB function, 

that could explain the phenotype.

CH 975 (Patient Cl

This cell line was also derived from a woman with breast cancer. In vitro 

assessment showed pronounced radiation sensitivity with an SF2 of 0.18 and cross 

sensitivity to MMS (D37 0.12 mM). EBV transformation had also led to the loss of O^- 

methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase activity in this cell line. Given the similar chnical 

histories of CH 974 and CH 975 this cell line was also tested for defects in hRad51, 

BRCAl and ATM. No obvious defect was found.

Cell line CH 975 did, however, show a marked defect in cell cycle progression 

following radiation-induced damage. When asynchronous cells were treated with 10 Gy a 

number of cell cycle abnormalities were observed. The conventional cell cycle response to 

ionizing radiation is the induction of Gl/S and G2/M blocks to allow DNA repair and to 

prevent replication or mitosis of damaged DNA. The Gl/S and G2/M blocks in CH 975 

were slowly induced when compared to the rate of induction of similar blocks in normal 

lymphoblastoid cell lines. The degree of G2/M block induced was also markedly reduced 

in CH 975.

To explain this phenotype in the context of a single molecular defect it is necessary 

to account for both cell cycle blocks being abnormal. One explanation is that the problem 

hes in the transduction of signals induced by damage to the proteins responsible for cell 

cycle arrest. Cell cycle analysis of cell hnes defective in ATM and p53 also show a slow 

induction of Gl/S and G2/M blocks but the delay is not as long as that seen in CH 975.

In addition, the final degree of block in ATM and p53 defective cells is at a similar level to 

that seen in normal cell lines. Both ATM and p53 were examined in CH 975, ATM by
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sequence analysis and western blotting and p53 by western blotting of cells at set time 

points after irradiation. ATM was normal at both the sequence and protein levels and p53 

was induced following DNA damage, albeit at a later time point than that seen in the other 

cell lines. The defect in CH 975 presumably exists either upstream of ATM, where the 

protein product of the Nijmegen breakage syndrome gene is thought to be important, or in 

a protein whose role is closely intertwined with ATM and p53 such as ATR or c-Abl (W. 

Jongmans e ta l, 1997).

In conclusion, the ionizing radiation and alkylating agent sensitivity of CH 975 is 

associated with a cell cycle abnormality which would be consistent with a defect in a 

common damage signaling pathway, though neither p53 nor ATM appear to be affected.

CH 976 (Patient D)

The cell line CH 976 was obtained from a 31 year old woman who had received 

radical radiotherapy for an advanced, squamous cell carcinoma of the cervix. The cell line 

shows radiation sensitivity (SF2 of 0.2) and alkylating agent sensitivity (D3 7 O.I4  mM for 

MMS). The cell line lacks O^-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase activity and the cell 

cycle profile post irradiation is normal.

Metaphase spreads of CH 976 showed the most markedly abnormal karyotype of 

any of the cell lines in this study. Both chromosomal abnormalities known as 'double 

minutes' and a variety of other chromosomal defects suggestive of genomic instability 

were observed. The presence of double minutes may be particularly informative because 

these unusual chromosomal abnormahties are considered pathognomic of areas of gene 

amplification and are thought to occur after several generations of defective chromosomal 

replication (P.J. Hahn, 1993).

A potential problem with cell hne CH 976 concerns whether the treatment patient 

D received is responsible for the cell line phenomena now seen. The patient from whom 

the cell hne was derived was treated with radical radiotherapy to an extensive volume
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(pelvis and para-aortic strip) that would have encompassed a substantial amount of bone 

marrow. The polyclonality of the lymphoblastoid cell hne argues against this point and 

makes it unlikely that the cell line is based purely on cells derived from the irradiated bone 

marrow. This consideration does not appear to be a problem in the other ceU lines where 

the volume irradiated was much smaller and did not involve bone marrow producing 

areas.

The cell line CH 976 thus shows chromosomal instability and radiation and 

alkylating agent sensitivity. Initial investigations of base excision repair, double-strand 

break repair and damage signal transduction proteins to define a molecular defect have all 

proved negative. Speculation as to the defect in this cell line is made difficult by the 

complicating factors outhned above and, at present, this remains one of the more 

enigmatic cell lines in this study.

Hammond (Patient E)

The individual from whom this cell line was derived showed the most severe 

chnical phenotype seen in this study. Initial investigation showed that the cell line was 

only radiation sensitive (SF2 0.18) with httle or no cross sensitivity to any other DNA 

damaging agent. A result of this nature is indicative of the defect being secondary to a 

problem in double-strand break repair. This would be consistent with the fact that 

clinicaUy, he presented with lymphoma, a disease that predominates in gene knock out 

mouse models of double-strand break repair proteins.

Double-strand break repair was examined in the cell line by western blotting using 

antibodies directed against proteins considered important in Ku-mediated end-joining 

recombination. Western blots of Ku70 and DNA PKcs showed expected amounts of 

protein at the correct molecular weight. However, analysis of Ku70, XRCC4 and DNA 

ligase IV showed a series of subtle differences from both the other newly-derived cell 

lines and the normal controls. In two of the three proteins (Ku70 and XRCC4) the
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phosphorylated form is present at a lower level than seen in the normal controls. The 

decreased level of expression of the third protein (DNA ligase IV) seems consistent with 

the reduced level of the phosphorylated form of its partner XRCC4. These results were 

obtained in several different extracts of this cell line.

Current models of Ku-mediated end-joining recombination involve activation of 

the DNA PK heterotrimer after initial binding of two of its subunits (Ku70 and Ku80) to 

the double-strand break. Once the catalytic subunit of the heterotrimer (DNA PKcs) is 

bound with Ku70 and Ku80 then its kinase activity is stimulated and an extensive variety 

of downstream protein targets are phosphorylated (T.M. Gottlieb and S.P. Jackson, 

1993). There is evidence that Ku70 and Ku80 may also be phosphorylated but the 

consequence of this modification is unclear (D. Chan and S. Lees-Miller, 1996). A 

putative consequence of defects in DNA PKcs is impaired phosphorylation of other 

proteins involved in double-strand break repair. Our initial results indicate that a defect in 

DNA PKcs could result in the findings seen in cell line Hammond. Confirmation of this 

has proved difficult since the direct kinase assay used for DNA PKcs is relatively 

insensitive and can only measure the complete loss of kinase activity rather than the subtle 

defect expected here.

In summary this cell line has a potential defect in double-strand break repair which 

would seem to be a subtle modification of protein kinase activity rather than complete loss 

of protein function. Additional confirmatory evidence is needed before attempts are made 

to sequence the catalytic subunit of DNA PK.

The initial intent in this study was to seek out radiation sensitive individuals and 

attempt to use available resources in order to try to define the genetic and biochemical 

events that led to the clinical phenotype of radiation sensitivity. A number of genetic 

syndromes have been associated with defects in DNA repair and it would not be 

unreasonable to expect that other DNA repair defects exist within the population, albeit 

without the severe constitutional phenotype seen in diseases such as ataxia telangiectasia
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and Nijmegen breakage syndrome. In total we have now identified 16 individuals who 

exhibit a severe radiation sensitive phenotype and this study represents the modus 

operandi we designed to investigate the initial five cell lines and the results therefrom.

The results suggest that behind the relatively straightforward clinical phenotype of 

radiation sensitivity lies a series of complex genetic and biochemical pathways that have, 

as yet, not been particularly well defined. As a practical discriminating tool the 

examination of cross sensitivity to other DNA damaging agents proved invaluable and 

allowed initial segregation of the cell lines so that further studies were directed at areas 

where previous experience and literature review suggested the defect might lie. Further 

examination of the cell lines was then determinant upon the availability of assays and 

antibodies to investigate for pathology within that particular area.

The results obtained indicate that each of the five cell lines is markedly distinct. 

This provocative finding leads to a series of important points. First, if the molecular 

defects that underlie a phenotype of radiation sensitivity are diverse, then predictive 

assays of radiosensitivity will have to be conducted at a cellular rather than a biochemical 

level. Second, although two of the cell lines came from a similar clinical background (CH 

974 and CH 975) they differed in their in vitro sensitivities and neither showed any of the 

molecular defects described as being pathogenic in early onset breast cancer. It is planned 

to screen for BRCA2 defects in these individuals since the evidence suggesting a 

functional interaction between BRCA2 and hRadSl is more convincing than that 

demonstrated for the physical reaction between BRCAl and hRadSl. If BRCA2 

screening is negative, and the family history of cancer is minimal in both these 

individuals, then the phenotype seen may reflect a defect in another, possibly a DNA 

repair, gene which may be implicated in early onset breast cancer. Third, when eventually 

the molecular abnormalities are determined in these cell lines they are likely to be moderate 

differences in expression or activity of a particular protein's function rather than complete 

loss of an essential protein.
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Continued investigation of the clinical and molecular phenotypes of the individuals 

described should help to provide further knowledge of what has become an important 

medical and scientific issue. Derivation of further cell lines and newer techniques of 

investigation should, in time, lead to the characterisation of the underlying defect in these 

fascinating cases.
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KARYOTYPIC ANALYSIS OF T.YMPHOBLASTOID CELL LINES

The karyotype of each cell line was assessed in the laboratories of D. Scheer, 

ICRF. The results given are for several metaphase spreads. For each cell line a typical 

metaphase spread is shown.

CH 948 ( A)

Chromosome count; 45, 45, 45, 46, 86, 46, 85, 57, 95, 84 and 89.

Chromosome range = 45 -95  

Mode = 46

Cell no. 8: 56, XX near triploid, 3 unassigned chromosomes 

Cell no. 7: 80, near tetraploid

CH 974 ( B)

Chromosome count; 46, 44, 46, 45, 46, 45, 43, 47, 45, 43, 46 and 46.

Chromosome range = 43 -47  

Mode = 46

Cell no. 9: 46, XX, normal

Cell no. 8; 46, XX, normal

Cell no. 6: 46, XX, ? 4, ? X, ? normal

Cell n o .ll:  46, X, ?X, ? normal

CH 975 (C l

Chromosome count; 45, 45, 45, 46, 46, 52, 46, 90, 45, 45, 46 and 46.

Chromosome range = 4 5 -9 0  

Mode = 46

Cell no. 9: 44, XX, -4 , -1 9  

Cell no. 8: 90, near tetraploid
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Cell no. 7: 46, XX normal 

Cell no. 4: 46, XX normal

CH 976 (D)

Chromosome count; 46, 47, 46, 46, 45, 47, 45, 45, 46, 45, 44 and 45. 

Chromosome range = 45-47 

Mode = 46

3 cells contained 1, 1 and 3 double minutes respectively.

Cell no. 10: 44, ?X, normal

Cell no. 11: 47, XX, -19, + ?der(19), + ? fragment

Hammond (E)

Chromosome count; 44, 49, 48, 49, 47, 46, 83, 46, 42, 46, 44 and 45. 

Chromosome range = 42-49 

Mode = 46

Cell no. 9: 41, XY, -12, -15, -21, -21, -22 " soup effect " ?

Cell no. 7:89, near tetraploid, difficult banding 

Cell no. 5: 45, XY, -12, ? normal 

Cell no. 2: 46, XY normal
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